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Crack 
Koop wants all .university 
students tested . for Al DS 
by Mike O'Keefe 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE . 
U.S. Surgeon General C. Everett Koop wa:p.ts 
to test every student at America's major univer-
sities this spring to determine the prevalence of 
AIDS on campuses, but many students and 
sev~ral college health officials think it's a 
bad idea. 
"Why?"_ asked Dr. Richard J. Schuch, the 
University of Illinois-Chicago student health 
director. "Why would he want to do this? I'd 
rather deal with the risks at hand. We should be 
worried about getting decent condom ads on 
television and addressing issues of safe sex. 
Why waste money on this stuff?" 
The tests, other critics say, wouldn't reveal 
much about college AIDS. 
Testing students at a California university, 
they say, tells you little about the University of 
Alabama. 
"I don't think you can generalize," said 
Rutgers University Health Education Director 
Fern Goodhart. . 
Health officials warn that college students, -
because of their general sexual promiscuity, ·are . 
prime risks to contract AIDS (acquire<:f immune 
deficiency syndrome), a fatal virus S~l'.ead 
through intravenous needles, contaminated 
blood products and sexual contact with an AIDS 
carrier. 
But the money to test students, Schuch said, 
"would be better spent on educational purposes. 
I'm off ended that kids are exposed to thousands 
of hours of violence and sex on television, and 
we can't get the net:works to run a decent con-
dom ad or safe sex spot." 
Koop, who announced the .plan Jan. 27 at a 
London conference on AIDS, has yet to choose a 
university, but wants a 25,000-student urban 
campus where the mass testing would be part of 
a 1-day campus "gala" on AIDS prevention. 
Testing would be done anonymously, Koop 
said, and those talcing part would not be told the 
results. Students who did not wish ·to partici-
pate in the testing would not be required to do 
so, he added. 
Koop's past anti-AIDS efforts also h~ve 
drawn fire, especially from other Reagan ad-
ministration officials-most notably Secretary 
of Education William Bennett - who object to 
his endorsement of safe sex practices and wish 
to teach AIDS prevention to grade school stu-
dents. Bennett, by contrast, wants AIDS edu-
cation started iri high school, and then to stress 
-SEE AIDS PAGE 8 
Former· student honored 
Carpenter named UCf's -Police Officer of t~e Year . 
by Doris Pfister 
- CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A former student was hon-
ored as the UCF Police 
Department's "Offi~er of the 
Year" -Tuesday. 
Officer Hugh Carpenter 
was selected as this year's 
o_utstanding officer. His super-
visors noted his numerous 
overtime hours and his recov-
ery of two· stolen cars as two of 
the reasons for the award. 
According to Capt. Jam es 
DePuy, deputy director of 
public safety and police, 
Carpenter's selection was a 
result of his "selfless devotion 
to duty, his co~mitment to the 
University of Central Florida· 
community and its students, 
and the professional manner 
in which he conducts himself" 
The award was presented 
on behalfof Carpent~r's super-
visors and the entire depart-
ment. · 
Carpenter, a 41/2 year UCF 
veteran, was excited about the 
honor. 
"I feel really great," he said. 
"I've been striving to be one of 
the best offi~ers here at UCF, 
and receiving this award 
makes me feel as if I've 
reached that goal." 
Carpenter also feels his 
devotion to. his job was the 
reason for the award. 
_ "I've worked a lot of over-
time and 
came in 
when I 
wasn't 
sched-
uled to 
work," 
said Car-
p en t~r. 
"Some-
times I 
had t'o ugh arpenter 
sacrifice my personal plans to 
meet the needs of the depart-
ment." 
As an officer Carpenter .has 
recovered two stolen vehicles 
and has expressed extra dedi-
. cation to his job. _ 
"My main goal is to provide 
a secure envircmment for 
people to go to school and to 
work in," said Carpenter. 
When Carpenter was a stu- _ 
SPORTS 
• A preview on the 
UCF Crew team's up-
coming seaso~, and 
regatta schedule. Plus a 
look at the tennis team. 
dent here he worked part time 
in the Traffic & Parking Divi-
sion of the department. 
Later he became a duty offi., 
cer in the communications 
center. After three years, Car-
penter went to the Seminole 
Community College Police 
Academy. 
After his academy training 
ended in April, Carpenter 
moved into the patrol division 
of the department. 
Carpenter says he would 
like to move up in the law en-
forcement field but plans to 
stay at UCF as an officer for 
several more years. 
"I like my job, and I like the 
area. I meet a lot of people here 
at the university and I really. 
like it," he said. 
Carpenter's peers ~gree 
with his selection as officer of 
the year. 
"Hugh's daily performance 
. is above and beyond the·call of 
duty. He really deserves the 
honor," Sgt. James Meeks 
said. 
DePuy said that Carpenter 
SEE AWARD PAGE 4 
CONFETTI 
• Read all about the 
SDI "Star Wars" pro-
gram. Plus,Logan Belle's 
look _at Black History 
Week, and reviews for 
plays, albums, ,,and the 
new John Hughes film. 
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Students plant tree on green 
by Lisa Young 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Jewish Student Union 
planted a magnolia tree Feb. 3 
on the Student Center green in 
observance of Tu B'Shvat, a 
Jewish holiday. 
Campus personnel assisted 
with the planting of the tree. 
Then, Rabbi Halikman ex-
plained the history of the holi-
day. 
Tu B'Shvat is the New Year 
for the Trees in Judaism. "Tu" 
is the number .15 in Hebrew, 
and "Shvat" is a month on the 
Jewish calendar. 
On the fifteen th day of the 
month of Shvat, trees are 
planted in celebration of the 
beauty and life they contribute 
to the world. 
Rabbi Halikman ended his 
remarks with: "A tree is like a 
man in many ways. Both grow 
physically and spiritually, 
both have roots, and.both bear 
fruit." 
Rabbi Dubov added, ''Trees 
remind us of our responsibility 
and purpose in our world as 
individuals." 
He explained how a tree's 
purpose is to be part of the life 
cycle, and that people can use 
trees "as a lesson and guide in 
their daily lives." 
The members of the Jewish 
Student Union then each put a 
shovel full of dirt in the ground 
to finish planting the tree. 
Marc Melliza, president of 
the Jewish Student Union, 
·said, "I hope to make tree 
planting at UCF in observance 
onomy 20:19, "for a man is like 
a tree in the field." 
Don Atkinson, supervisor of 
the grounds department, said, 
"I am pleased with the tree. It 
is a nice addition to the cam-
pus." Jewish students stand wrrh their new magnolia tree. 
13 beagles kidnapped 
Stoff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
University of California-Irvine officials have 
asked police nationwide to help them find 13 
beagles stolen from a UCI research lab by the 
Animal Liberation Front (ALF) Feb. 1. 
Several of the dogs were "retired" from re-
search, living out their lives on campus or eli-
gible for placement as pets, said UCI spokes-
woman Linda Granell. "One of the dogs is 12, 
quite elderly for a beagle." 
"The liberation," ALF explained in a letter to 
news organizations, "was to protest UC I's grow-
ing use of animals in fraudulent medical re-
search, research nothing. will come of except 
pain and misery to humans and nonhumans 
alik " e. 
ALF claimed responsibility last year for 
breaking into the science buildings at the Uni-
versity of Oregon, destroying lab eqwpmen t 
and stealing rats, hamsters, cats and rabbits. In 
that incident a letter to the media said the 
group undertook the action with the help of 
people "inside.,, the university. 
ALF also set fire to the UC-Davis Veterinary 
Medicine Diagnostic. Lab last April, causing 
about$3.5 million damage to the facility. Eight-
een campus-owned cars were vandalized at the 
same time. 
UCI _officials called the dog theft a "quasi-
terrorist incident," the first of its kind to occur 
·at the campus, Kathy Jones, another campus 
spokewoman, added. 
It is not known whether the beagle burglars 
were students or not. 
"No one knows who the Animal Liberation 
Front is. There are no suspects, so there are no 
charges," said Granell. 
But taking the dogs involved breaking and 
entering and grand theft, so the culprits would 
probably face prosecution if caught, she said. 
Eleven of the beagles, which were stolen 
from padlocked outdoor kennels, were being 
used to study the physical effects of air pollu-
tion. The other beagles were part of an experi-
ment studying tracheotomy complications, said 
Robert Phalen, head of the team using the dogs. 
· The dogs will suffer stress from being away 
from home and each other, Gran ell contended, 
and the 2 tracheotomy dogs could develop infec-
tions if not watched carefully, but otherwise 
they can live normally. 
Med · school tries lower tu if ion 
CC leaders urge high~r 
minority recruitment 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
While campus regents and trustees around 
the country are meeting to set - and normally 
raise - tuition for the 1988-89 school year in 
February, one school has said it will lower 
tuition next year. 
He hopes the tuition cut from $14,100 this 
year to $13,400 next school year will push 
students to specialize in less-lucrative fields 
like "academic medicine, family practice, pedi-
atrics and some of the other.primary care ar-
eas." 
Herweg added he wished other schools would 
follow Washington's example, but the wish may 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Community college leaders 
urged their colleagues from 
large urban areas Feb. 1 to try 
harder to recruit and retain 
minority students. 
Community colleges and 
other 2-year institutions, the 
Urban Community Colleges 
Commission said, can play an 
important role in elevating the 
status ofblacks, Hispanics and 
other minorities. 
The commission also said 
the colleges should hire more · 
minority faculty members and 
administrators, who can serve 
as important role models to 
minority youth. r 
The commission, estab-
lished by the American Asso-
ciation of Community and. 
Junior Colleges, noted that 65 · 
percent of the students en-
rolled at 2-year campuses are 
minorities, but that too many 
of those students don't gradu-
ate and too few subsequently 
transfer to 4-year colleges. 
It offered suggestions for 
how to make transferrffig eas-
SEE MINORITIES PAGE 4 
Washington University (of St. Louis) School 
of Medicine trustees announced Jan. 27 they 
were lowering tuition by 5 percent, or about 
$700, for next year. 
The trustees said they were lowering the 
rates to try to relieve students of the need to 
enter only the highest-paying areas of medicine 
in order to repay their student loans. The 
American Medical Association found in 1987 
that· the average new doctor left med school 
$32,000 in debt. 
"That debt may be forcing young physicians 
to select the higher-paying specialties in order 
to repay their financial indebtedness," said 
Associate Dean John Herweg in announcing 
the unusual rate reduction. 
not come true. · 
The University of Illinois on Jan.18 imposed 
a special, mid-academic year tuition hike of 
$150 for all undergrads, to help it compensate 
for severe cuts in state funding. 
Similarly, Michigan Tech students discov-
ered they, too, will pay $46 more in tuition to 
attend classes this term. 
While mid-year tuition increases - a prac-
tice first popularized during this decade to help 
defray sudden losses in public funding - are 
less widespread this yeat', trustees and regents 
normally meet during January and February to 
set tuition for the next school years. 
Observers expect them to increase tuition 
costs an average of five to seven percent for next 
year. 
. . . . 
Judaic Studies offers more than· classes 
by Cosette Owens 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The purpose of the Judaic Studies program at UCF 
isn't just to teach the Hebrew language and the 
history, literature and civilization of Israel to stu-
dents. 
The department also tries to sponsor many free 
events for the university and surrounding commu-
nity to "create an atmosphere of scholarship, open-
ness, and activities", says Dr. Moshe Pelli, director of 
the program. Judaic Studies is a minor offered by the 
Foreign Language Department. 
This month the program is bringing a noted Israeli 
scholar to speak on Feb. 15and16. _ 
Professor Pinchas Hacohen P.eli is an ordained 
rabbi and a leading figure of religious, literary, and 
intellectual life in Israel. He is a writer of prose, ari 
accomplished poet and has served as an editor of. a 
Hebrew popular weekly of news and views. He is 
currently the program editor for Israeli radio and 
television on Jewish themes. He is a renowned au-
thor in Israel and writes a popular column called 
"Torah Today" in the Jerusalem Post. Peli is now the 
chairperson in Jewish values at the Ben-Gurion 
University. 
Peli's public lecture at UCF will be on "Religion 
and Contemporary Reality" and will be held in the 
University Dining R.oom at 8 p.m. Feb. 15. He will 
also conduct a seminar on Feb. 16 about "Hassidic 
Stories as Modem Literature." 
The seminar will be at 11 a.m. in room 230 of the 
library. Call Dr. Moshe Pelli, director of Judaic Stud-
ies, at either 275-2460 or 281-5039 for more informa-
tion . 
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if there's a -shortage of officers 
of a speci~ event," added 
DePuy. 
j";--
Make the responsible choice. "puts the .students' and the. university's welfare ahead of 
his own." 
v:'t "He's always willing to w.ork 
Carpenter received a certifi-
cate and a letter stating his 
accomplishment which will be 
_placed in his permanent per-
sonnel record. 
Drinking and getting 
behind the wheel 
risks your life and 
the lives of others on 
the road. Driving in 
Florida is a privilege, 
not a right. Enjoy it 
responsibly. 
''" 
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, 
A Member of Mears Transportation Group 
· $ 5.00 -at Kiosk 
ALDRICH ~ 
0 PT IC AL '--''--'\~ 
r-- - - - - ~ - - ., · • Prescriptions Filled 
I 10010 Discount on I Soft Contact Lenses • Lense.s Duplicated 
I Frames & Lenses I $39 .SQ : ~:~~~t Lenses 
I with UCF l.D. .JI DallyWear-Softmate B • Contact Lens Solution L-------~- •Sunglasses 
M-T-W-F.·. 9-6 Tower Place • lndependant !1De] Optometrist · ·· · 
Thurs.: 9-7 offers not 10376 E. Colonial Dr. on Premesis ~
Sat.: 9-1 combinable 277-2949 t£i 
_;·:: -~i<; :>:;,'.=\:< 
:' We'reHereForYou!!! cc::c+ 
\ .-: .: ~:~: 
... · .··. 
Students S~rving Students 
If you any questions, suggestions or -criticisms about U.C.F. or 
Student Government, please feel free to call Student Government at 
2 7 5-2191, and ~e will help you i~ any way.we are able. Take advantage 
ofthischancetovoiceyouropinons ... becaure we're here for you!! 
.. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .. ... .. . ... .. ....... .. .. ... . . ... .. .. . ...... . 
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• SUMMER STUDY 
A Summer study tour is 
being planned to. take inter-
ested parties to Australia and 
New Zealand. The tour will 
visit the Great barrier ·Reef 
and Cairns ·on the rugged 
northeast coast, Ayers Rock 
and the world's largest mono-
lith, mid-continent Alice 
Springs, Melbourn and it's 
attractions, Sydney with its 
equally famous opera house 
and harbor, and Auckland and 
Rotorua's Maori Institute in 
New Zealand. 
The tour leayes for Sydney 
July 6, and features optional 
stopovers in Fiji and Hawaii, 
or a return to San Francisco on 
July 24. The cost is $2,890 for 
14 days in Australia and an 
· additional $510 for five days in 
New Zealand. Round trip air 
fare from San Francisco is in-
cluded, but does not include 
UCF tuition and some meals 
and incidentals. For more in-
formation call Manning at 
275-2331 weekdays or (30~) 
267-1006 after 6 p.m . . 
• EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
Students from the ages of14 
· to 22 may apply for the oppor-
tunity to live with a family in 
France or Spain for 1 7 to 21 
days. 
Students are selected for 
the program because of their 
genuine interest in l~ving in a 
different culture, their level of 
maturity, their ability to adapt 
to a new situation, and their 
ability to get along with people 
of a different culture. Host 
families are also needed to 
extend a hand of friendship to 
a teenager from France or 
Spain for this summer friend-
ship and cultural exchange 
program sponsored by Bendall 
International. Most students 
come for four weeks and range 
in age from 14 to i9. 
All will speak English well 
enough to communicate with 
their new family and friends. 
Families interested in hosting 
a student or assisting with the 
program loc~lly, as a coordina-
tor, should contact Bendall 
International at 11650 River 
Moss Road, Cleveland, Ohio 
44136. 
You can also phone (216) . 
238-3711. 
• STRESS SEMINAR 
Personal- and work-related 
stress will be th.e subject of a 
free seminar presented by 
AMI Medical Center Orlando 
on March 9 in the facility's · 
auditorium. · 
Since stress is associated 
with both psychological and 
physiological symptoms, at-
tendees will learn strategies 
for assessing its·direct effect on 
their lives. Through active 
participation they will dis-
cover methods for -controlling 
it. Ileana Mancusi, M.S., th-
erapist, will conduct the 
course. Pre-registration is re-
quired as seating is limited. To 
register; call 295-5151, 
e~nsion 1080. 
• UCF THEATRE 
The whos , whats, wheres 
and hows of theater produc-
tion will be presented this 
summer in two workshops at 
UCF. 
The two-week programs, 
which begin June 13 and July 
18, are geared toward high 
school teachers either new to 
theater production or needing 
a refresher, plus anyone inter-
ested in producing a limited 
budget. 
Workshop sessions will be 
conducted afternoons and eve-
nings on topics ranging from 
·script selection to choosing a 
designer to conducting re-
hearsals. 
For those who wish three 
hours of graduate credit for the 
workshop, there is a $186 reg-
istration fee. Those who prefer 
to audit only will pay $125. 
·Early registration is recom-
mended. For details, contact 
the College of Exte~ded Stud-
ies at 275-2123. 
• FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEST 
The call is out for partici-
pants in this year's foreign 
language festival, whe~e food, 
music and dances of native 
lands will serve as the back-
drop for students from elemen-
tary school to community col-
lege testing their skills. 
The annual event will be 
conducted March 18-19 to cap 
a week-long series of interna-
tionally oriented activities on 
campus. 
Once again, the festival 
theme will be "Many Cultures, 
One World," according to Dr. 
john DiPierro, associate pro-
.fessor of French and Italian, 
and festival director. The week 
will begin with a public lecture 
at 8 p.m. march 14 in the Uni-
versity Dining Room. Foreign 
films will be shown at 7 p.m. 
March 15 and 17 in the Stu-
dentActivities Center. Admis-
sion to the three events is free. 
' Soccer and table tennis exhibi-
tions and a bocci will wind-up 
the week's events on March 19 
For more information call 
DiPierrro, at 275-2466, or 
Susan Boule or Jennifer Th-
ompson, at 275-2611. DiPierro 
also may be reached between 
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. and after 6 
p.m. weekdays at 869-4519. 
• BREAK BREAD TOGETHER 
·The Episcopal Campus 
Ministry is offering an oppor-
tunity for students to get to-
gether in a quiet place for 
support and encouragement, 
or a chance to talk about issues 
· of interest in a congenial at-
shared in Student Center 
room 223 each Wednesday at 
12:10 p.m. followed by conver-
sation over lunch. The format 
is open-ended and will end by 1 
p.m. so you can get to class or 
work on time. Feel free to bring 
a friend along. 
• MEDICAL COSTS 
UCFs Medical Administra-
tion. Program will present a 
symposium on "Diagnosis Re-
lated Groups: Their Impact on 
Hospital Finances," ·with an 
emphasis on departments as 
cost centers and medical rec-
ord documentation. 
Speakers will be.Paul Gold-
stein, director of finance at 
Orlando Re~onal Medical 
Center and Cathy Swerdlow, 
RRA, health record consult-
ant. · 
The program will be Feb. 24 
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in HPB 
318. For more information call 
Dr. Lynda Kuyper at 275-
2359. 
• O.A.A.F. 
The Orlando area Advertis-
ing Federation will be holding 
a meeting Feb. 15 at 4 p.m. in 
room FA 311. This meeting 
will charter .a graphic design/ 
advertising student chapter. 
An election of officers and a 
discussion of future business 
will be held. 
mosphere. For more information, con-
Holy Eucharist will be tact Jan Hemp at 275-2601. 
BALLOONS 
CHOOSE A VARIETY QF BALLOONS TO 
MAKE A BEAUTIFUL AND FUN BOUQUET OF 
BALLOONS THIS VALENTINE'S DAY 
**ADD** 
A BOX OF CHOCOLATES, STUFFED ANIMAL, 
MUG 'N KISSES, CHOCOLATE ROSES, AND A 
VALENTINE CARD! 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY 
~'-_/ . University Shoppes 
1 . Univer~ity B~vd. at Alafaya Tr. 
(Next door to UC6 Cinema) 
. 277-4141 
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Dr. Glenn Loury has published extensively In academic journals 
on a variety of topics In economic 1heory. Among his past 
researches are Included analyses of the efficient use of exhaustible 
. resources under uncertainty, price determination In extractive 
Industries characterized by development spending, .and long-run 
determinants of economic Inequality In a market economy. 
His current work focuses on the politics and economics of racial 
Inequality in the U.S. His numerous essays on the subject have 
appeared In The New York Times-, The Wall Street Journal, The 
Washington Post, The.New Republic, The Public Interest, and other 
journals and periodicals. He Is now working on a book Free at Last? · 
which will pull together his thinking on this crlclal issue. 
Dr. Loury has given lectures of his research before numerous 
scholarly meetings and academic societies In North America and 
Europe. He has been a visiting scholar at Qcford University in England, 
Tel Aviv University in Israel, and at the University of Stockholm. In 
addition, he has served as an economist on advisory commissions 
for the National Academy of Sciences, the National Science 
Foundation and the National Commission for Employment ·Policy. 
Dr. Loury has also worked extensively as a consulting economist to 
varied private and government agencies, including Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Federal 
Trade Commission, and the U.S. Commission On Civil Rights. 
-D R. ·· G L E N N L 0 . U. R Y 
Wednesday 
February 17. 
\7:30 ' 
. _,, 
SCA 
PAC is funded through the Activity and'Service Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of the University of Central Florida 
THE PSALTE 
An Afternoon in Concert 
Lilianne Labbe and Don 
Hinkley have -performed their 
unique blend of striking original 
songs, folk, jazz and classical 
material for concert a.udiences in . 
the U.S., Canada, France and 
Italy. Critics have praised the 
Psaltery's care.fully crafted 
sound _while describing their 
music as pure, sincere and 
independent of trends. You are 
. invited to an afternoon of very 
special lyrics and harmonies. 
The Psaltery in Co~cert. 
MONDAY 
FEBRUARY15 
11:30am · 12:30am UDR 
12:30am - 1:30am SAC 
Sponsored by: 
Canadian Studies Institute 
PAC Is funde_d throug_h ttte Activity and Service Fees, as allocated by th~ Student Government of ~he University of Central Florida 
Photo by Bill Naeger 
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black and Hispanic students 
remain high, and that degree · · 
attainment and transfer rates 
to (4-year) institutions remain 
low." 
Don't find out 
colon cancer is curable 
Urban community colleges 
face a "great challenge, as well 
as a great opportunity," the 
report says, because success-
fully educating urban minori-
ties "is critical to the well-
being of our society." 
Four-year colleges, of 
course, are also having trouble 
attracting and keeping minor-
ity students. 
Among the . minority stu-
dent programs launched al-
most weekly on 1 campus or 
another, the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, · for ex-
ample, ~on Jan. 26 formed its 
own commission to bring more 
minorities into its student and 
staff populations. 
too late in life. "Community colleges," the 
report said, "are concerned 
that the 'open door' does not 
represent the 'revolving door. m 
"There is a strong aware-
ness that attrition rates of 
Each year itkills60,000 men and women. But what most of them 
really die of is procrastination. Because colon cancer is 90% curable if caught in 
its earliest stages. · 
If you're over 40, you're at risk. See your doctor and request a colorectal 
cancer checkup. Do it now. · THE POWER 
TO OVERCOME. We know it's not the first thing on your mind. ~ t We just don't want it to be the last. · • AMERICAN Learn more. Contact the American Canter ~ \. • CANCER 
Society for a free brochure. lOUlCI . SOCIETY® . 
AMERJCAN CANCER SOCIETY 
NEWSPAPER AD NO.ACS-88-1261-2 COL. .~ 
-u® 
At participating steakhouses. Check the 
Yelfow Pages for the location nearest you. 
···------------· I DINNER SPECIAL 1. 
I I 
= T-Bone Steak = 
: Dinner : 
I $4 99 - I I · I 
II Includes all-you-can-eat Soup and Salad Buffet and 11 
· baked potato. Cannot be used with any other dis-
1 counts. Tax not includec;f. Coupon good for any I 
I party srze at participating steakhouses. I 
I I 
. =~aJiduntil PONDEROSA® = 
.:.a:. ............. . 
·--------------· I DINNER SPECIAL I 
I I 
: Sirloin Tips : 
• Dinner • I . I 
Come to Ponderosa 
to cram for exams. 
= $3 99 = 
I Includes all-you-can-eat Soup and Salad Buff et and I 
_ I baked potato. Cannot be used with any other dis- I 
I counts. Tax not included. Coupon good for any I 
I party size at participating steakhouses. I 
When you're fed up with studying, chow down 
at Ponderosa. We'll feed you a big, delicious 
meal for a great low price. 
Try our seafood, chicken and charbroiled 
steak dinners. Or our all-.you-can-eat salad 
buffet and Hot SpotR) 
At Ponderosa, our dinners come complete 
with salad bar, fresh-baked potato, soup, 
veggies, dinner rolls, and even refills ~m soft 
drinks at no extra charge. And you can finish 
iii __ 
PONDER OSK 
I ' 
There's a family feeling at Ponderosa. ™ 
© 1988 Ponderosa Ifie. 
off your meal with a trip to the sundae bar. 
So when you've had your fill of schoolwork, 
fill up on some great food at Ponderosa. 
I I 
=VsJiduntil PONDEROSA ® . . = 
2/28/88 -·~-------------· •••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• 
I I I LUNCH SPECIAL · I 
I I I I 
•1 Hand5<;,~~ Sirloin Steak or •1 • Express Lunch • I 1 . 
I Chicken Breast Dinner I I All-You-Can-Eat 1· 
= ~ Sundae Bar = = Salad Buffet = 
I $449 I ·1 $19.9 11:30a.m.-1:00p.m. 11 I · · I - I Monday-Friday 
I I ·1 I I I I Includes all-you-can-eat Soup and Salad Buffet and I 
Includes all-you-can-eat Soup and Salad Buffet and baked baked potato. Cannot be used with any other dis- I I potato. Cannot be used with any other discounts. Tax not I I I included. Coupongoodforanypartyslzeat participating I .• counts. Tax not included. Coupon good for any I 
I party size at participating steakhouses. I I steakhouses. I 
I v~~~~il PONDEROSA® I lv~~~~il PONDEROSA® I 
·----------------· ·--------------· 
c "' . 
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AIDS .. 
FROM,PAGE l ~::.!:.f.ftd;p:;ds~:h~~·;:;yd~~~t'~:i~, \·. D~, -RINKRESPO·:· , ..  'N.SIBDIV ~, .. · : I 
the marketmg. · . · . W.. ~ 
AIDS testing poses other serious problems, · ~~ ,' ' · . Anheuser-llusch, inc 
Goodhart added. False positive test results, she: ·~~m~t.m+wtmBn® uaim'· · · .. · · · " 
abstinence and monogamy as the best ways to said, ar.e not uncommon, and can leave devas- ~-- - --
. ; -~void AIDS, apolicy"critjcs-.in~ludingK.oop- tating emotional scars. ............ . Fi·nanci·arA ~ J' 
· • .:-0 argue is fanciful and ll!1~ealistic. . . · "I'm not sure many schools have the support ~· ~. J.,U 
While .Schuch admires Koop's past anti- services necessary to deal with that. There are =~ ::.. - fi c rr 
.A.IDS efforts, this one "doesn't make sense." a lot of consequences. A false negative can Riso --~ =-- = or 0 ii.ea e 
. Testing an students on a single campus provide students with a false sense of confi~: _.., . V 
"raises a lot of questions,"said Goodhart. dence." cl9S8SRG PrivateSectorScholarshipsandGrants(graduateand 
She is "troubled by questions of privacy that If the school tested has a 1ow· incidence of undergraduate) are available regardless of family 
could arise from s~ch testing and· the public AIDS, Goodhart said, students may think they income, MILLIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACHYEAR. 
ramifications of testing one school." have nothing to fear - and years of safe sex Results Guarantutf! . 
For instance, fears that the chosen school education could be ignored. "Will students do For infonnation, call toll-free 
inight have students with AIDS could drive anythingdifferentafterthetest?That'saques- (800) USA-1221, ext. 0627 
some students to transfer and others not to tion we have to ask." . 
. apply there, Goodhart said. The college coµld A member of the Michigan State Lesbian/ 
also have trouble getting insurance. ·Gay Council who asked to be identified orily as 
~ "I have a lot of problems with the way the Steve, said the test would be worthless unless 
'government has handled AiDS, "added Illinois- participants were notified of their results. 
·Chicago student government President Laurie "Otherwise," he s~d, "you're not doing any-
·Paul. thing for anybody." · . 
Her school is considering mandatory AIDS "I would want the results ifl could get them 
tests, she said, and many students are con- anonYm.ously,"agreed Patrick Springer, a 
cemed about who will have access to the .re- Rutgers junior. Few students, added 
sults. · Goodhart, would be willing to participate in a 
Still, Paul wouldn't oppose the plan if her testingprogram. "I'mnotsureyougainasinuch 
. campus was selected and a strong AIDS educa- as you lose." 
Why.,Noi .. 1)-y These Alternatives~ 
(~) I 
• 
t MINERAL ··WAJER. 
\ - -
f [!8-r~f~~~f OO~~~St~~if~l 
·I 11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK I 
I . 273-4640 • OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm - 9pm I 
·I . • Model Composites I 
1. . • Wedding Photos -, . 
I· · • Portraits I 
L--~---~---------~--~ 
MEAT MART • UNION PARK 
Store Hours: 
M-F:9:00-7:00 
Sot.:9-6 . 
Sun.: 11 :00-5:00 
FOR YOUR SWEETHEA·RT 
•••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
275-9692 •TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER ~ 
NEW OijLEANS ATLANTA NEW YORK LAUDERDALE 
'160.00 '138.00 '198.00 ssa.00 
- Air Fares ba&ed on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. -
'Bryans 'I'raVeC Inc. ~ 
Ter m P aper Due Tomorrow? 
Let Us Type It For You! 
Executive 
Services 
-February 
26 
~ [jJ 
. 
• 
TERM PAPER 
DUE 
"'" 
2/29 
We offer word processing, a laser printer, 
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop 
Publishing. We also have a copy m~chine 
with color (red and blue) capabilities. 
249-1263 
S .p e c i a l D i s c o ~ n t 
Rates for Students 
Located in the Holiday Inn, beh ind UC6 Theatres 
1.5 Ml. west of Alafa a Tr. 10376 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando FL 32817 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
~member 'Ifiat Someone Specia{ on 
'Jla{entine 
Stuffed Animals 
Mugs 
SPR~NG SEMESTER Regular Hours 
Monday & Tuesday: 8:30 AM , 7:00 PM 
Wednesday- Friday: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM 
J. 
s '1Jay· 
VALENTINE 
BUTTONS 
Q · 
Books 
FLOWERS AVAILABLE 
IN BOOKSTORE 
On Campus Delivery 
Ava_ilable • $1.50 extra 
. ......~.~'If ... ~._,_.. • .. ,.. .,, • • ....,, • ,.,. .•. - ··· .. t. ·-···-· ·----·~. 
• 
a 
' t 
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'L. 01Jt'"" . 
. G 
~J>.~S . 
U411!1 . . . 
'J:/~l..1..48 
* 
G\f1S 
TWO DAYS· .LEFT! 
. . 
·FEBRUARY 11th & 12th 
COUPONS ARE NOT REDEEMABLE 
DURING THIS SALE. 
Opinionrmi.••••·~--•--«t.111111••-1 
··Look at home· 
before accusing 
paper of racism 
This editorial is in response to a letter published in 
the Feb. 9.issue of The Central Florida Future titled, 
"Future is r~cist." ~e letter was written by Gabe 
Kaimowitz. 
In his first accusation, Kaimowitz says that the 
newspaper avoided an obvious racial situation in the 
Sylvester Bembery vs. Gary Striker ice throwing. 
incident at Saga. 
·The problem with this accusation is that it is based 
on an opinion. Kaimowitz says he thinks the incident 
is racial, but he can supply no proof to back his claim. 
No source interviewed by this newspaper ever 
mentioned racism as a consideration, so the paper 
obviously would not report it as a factor. · 
A newspaper reports the news as it is told. To 
elevate the Saga incident into a racial .fight would 
have been nothing short of sensationalism, as there 
were no indicators that such motives were involved. 
Kaimowitz's other accusation against the newspa-
per quite honestly seems to come from someone who 
has an obvious chip on his shoulder. 
He asserts that students cannot be expected to 
expose themselves to a paper that believes "that the 
selection of a black Miss UCF is worthy of no com-
ment other than the.fact that she 'danced her way to 
the title.'" 
Ifther~_ is an issue in the paper's dealing with the 
Miss UCF pageant, it would be one of coverage given, 
and would not have any racial undertones. 
In other words, while you might argue that our 
·coverage of the pageant was incomplete-as some do 
argue - there would still be no racial consideration. 
We gave this Miss UCF about as much coverage as 
last year's winner got. Our judgement on space allot-
ted is based on the newsworthiness of the pageant as 
a whole - not on the worthiness of the winner. 
It should not matter that Miss UCF is .bla<;k. 
If the winner fit the qualifications set by the 
pageant better t)ian the other contestants, what 
difference does the color of her skin make? 
Would you have your newspaper pretend that 
color does matter? That a black Miss UCF should be 
considered an oddity? 
We certainly ~ope not. 
When the photo of Cynthia Moore hit the news 
desk, we decided that because pageants stress beauty 
and talent, a picture and mention of what she did to 
· win would be proper coverage. 
To our "predominantly white" staff, Moore's color 
did not matter. , 
Maybe Kaimowitz should take a closer look at who 
has racial tendencies in these matters. He might find 
his answer a bit closer to home. 
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• DISAGREES WITH WALLIN 
Editor: 
In regard to the articles that 
were written on . myself, I would 
like to share some of my own 
feelings. The Future sent a re-
porter out to the tennis courts to 
ask me specific questions . about 
the Athletic Department and how 
I felt after five years. I opened 
myself up and answered him with 
my honest· feelings which I 
thought The Future wanted. I was 
then labeled as an idiot and villam 
for giving these honest feelings. I 
have thoroughly enjoyed attend-
ing UCF as a school because the 
students and faculty are great, 
and I couldn't have chosen a better 
school to go to on those aspects; my 
disappointment was withtheAth-. 
letic Department. Scott Wallin, 
who wrote his so-called unbiased 
opinion, works directly with the 
athletic department and has never 
seen me or even spoke to me. He 
then unjustly persecutes me with 
slanderous ·names. J ask you, The 
Future, is this what happens to the 
recipients of your interviews when 
they give their honest feelings? 
Scott Wallin was wrong in his 
accusations and if The Future al-
lows opinion articles such as his to 
contaminate the reader's minds, 
they might want to rename the 
paper The National Enquirer of 
UCF. 
· JeffDavis 
Marketing 
• HAGAN'S HISTORY WRONG 
Editor: 
Charles L. Hagen, in a Jan, 28 
letter to The Future, argued that 
we must not "appease" Nicara-
guan President Daniel- Ortega. 
Hagan argued that cutting off aid 
t o the Contras is similar to Neville 
Chamberlin's appeasement of 
Adolf Hitler before World War II. 
Hagen has his history backward. 
Nicaragua is not the aggressor 
here. The situation between the 
United States and Nicaragua to-
day is comparable to that between 
Nazi Germany and Czechoslova-
kia. Hitler bullied the Czechs into 
concessions with a series of unrea-
sonable demands. These conces-
sions weakened the Czechs to the 
point that they could not resist a 
GEORGE 8J5K'S c~r 
German invasion, which was the 
objective of the Nazi strategy.' 
Fortunately, history may not 
repeat itself. The House 'of Repre-
. sentatives voted. down Reagan's 
Contra aid request. Thank good-
ness someone seems to understand 
history. 
Carlos A Fonseca 
Foreign Language 
• COVER WORTHY EVENTs 
Editor: 
When I picked up a copy of The 
Central Florida Future last Thurs-
day, I found myself treated to the 
pleasurable sight of bikini-clad 
Susie Palermo adorning the front 
page. Miss Palermo is a nice look-
ing girl, but I don't feel she should 
be considered front page news. 
There were, after all, more news-
worthy events happening on cam-
pus that week. . 
Instead, couldn't The Future 
have printed a photo of the teeter-
totter fund-raising · efforts of 
Lambda Chi Alpha and Delta 
Delta Delta? From what I under-
stand, these organizations kept a · 
seesaw moving non-stop for 106 
hours in an attempt to raise money 
for the Muscular Dystrophy Asso-
ciation. In an· age when fraterni-
ties and sororities are still seen by 
many people as beer-guzzling 
party organizations, it would be 
nice to see one of these Greek or-
ganizations' numerous service 
projects covered by the local press. 
I am not in any way affiliated with 
either of the organizations which 
participated in this MDA fund 
raiser. 
I must, however, applaud their 
efforts. While Miss Palermo 
lounged in the sun, the brothers 
and sisters of Lambda Chi Alpha 
and Delta Delta Delta spent all 
night braving some of Florida's 
recent cold spells. The Future 
wasn't there at three in the morn-
ing, but I was. 
This year, a fine service project 
went unnoticed. I only hope The 
Future doesn't make ·the same 
mistake next year. 
Rick Moss 
Criminal Justice 
Communications 
• WHO DOES HE. THINK HE IS? 
Editor: 
I had to respond to the hysteri-
cal and irrational editoriaI com-
ment from ·Andy Campanaro 
about the Lottery. 
He must be a conservative be-
cause he indicates that the gov- ~ 
emment should be taking away 
other people's rights since he is 
positive (sees everything in "black 
and white") that his personal 
opinions are gospel. 
· I do not like gambling. How.-
ever, because I don't approve ofit, ·4 
thaj; doesn't entitle me to rant and 
rave against it and self-righte-
ously deny others. I do not see any 
difference between the Lottery, 
jai-alai, dog racing, sports-team 
betting pools, poker, or even red-
neck pit bull fights. (Although I do 
not think casinos · in Miaini, etc. • 
would quadruple Florida's crime 
and drug problems.) ' 
The example he gives about the 0 
"drunk construction worker" is 
pointless because people like that 
will waste their money no matter 
what. Ifit'snoton the lottery, then .... • 
it will be on more booze, or on any 
one of the other gambling options 
mentioned above. As a matter -of 
fact, alcohol and cigarettes are a • 
waste of money AND harmful to 
our health. Why don't we make 
these illegal too?! In addition, chil-
dren raised in an environment .,. 
like that are not having their 
"values" corrupted by the lottery 
- but by their parents. 
Also, I get .tired of everyone 
talking about the "retired little 
people" as if they were senile chil-
dren who don't know what they -
are doing and need "our" protec-
tion. Without the lottery, their 
money (not yours, Andy) would 
also be spent elsewhere (i.e. Bingo If_ 
or given to the wonderfully self-
righteous TV ministers - an-
other form of gambling to increase ..,_ 
their chances for entrance in to 
Heaven.) Who appointed conde-
scending Andy Campanaro (and 
people like him) as "wallet/pocket- 1. 
book guardian" of the "simple-
minded" poor and elderly? Give 
me a break. Obviously a college 
education doesn't entitle someone 
to more common sense. 
Name Withheld Upon Request 
Journalism • 
• 
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}Catch The UCF SPIRIT 
-
Join us as one of the UCF "Spirits'' Students. 
We don't preach, we Teach! 
Come share with us as we explore alcohol related' 
issues. such as liability and DUI laws 
Friends sharing, caring and self-growth; 
That's what SPIRITS is all about! 
'Be a part of the Spirit, every Thursday at 5:00 in 
_, SC# 214 or call X 5841 • 
~, CATCH THE SPIRIT!! "' ~ 
~ 
·. -.l; 
Delta Gamma 
. ; HappyValentine'sDaytoalll DG's: don't 
. :,. forget 1o bring that special someone 
· Sunday nlgt:atat 8:00 p.m. Congratulations 
Mary Joi We love youl 
Kappa Delta 
Hey KD ladies! Don'tforgetRush workshop 
. this Sat. and Pep on Sun.I Geti)syched for 
Shamrock! JuUe YQll're doing a great Jobi 
Happy Valentine's Day to all love Kappa 
oettal 
Sigma Phi Epsllon 
Pledge retreat Fri meet at house at 3:30 or 
5:30. Bros. It's required attendance until l 0 
or 11. Lers show our pledges what broth-
erhood really means. By the way. Happy 
VD Day2all. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Thanks Pl Phi's for the Invites to the Crush. 
Have fun guys! Get well soon Glen. Don't 
forget V-Day formal Sat Night, see Rem. 
congra1s new execs and undefeated 
soccer teams! 
Pl Kappa Alpha 
Basketball game tonight against ATO 
everyone needs to attend. Lost call for 
fraternity sweatshirts contact Rob Tho-
mas. For all brothers woo are absent from 
meetings: attendancell 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Little Sis initiation on Friday. Be there on 
time! Don't forget banquet on the 20th. 
Also deposit for l:AE Weekend Is due on 
17th. Keep up the gobd work brother's. 
and pledges. - · 
Delta.Sigma Pl 
Brothers and pledges: 
Loqklng forward to ~Ing you all at the 
Rose Party-Feb; 13, 8 p.m.111 Maps are 
posted on the Bulletin Board! 
Alpha Delta Pl 
·Congratulations to all our.newly Initiated 
sisters. We are all very proud of youl Re-
memberoursoclal this Friday at No Name. 
This week's meeting will be on Monday 
Feb. 15 
Pl Kappa Alpha . . 
Super Party last Saturday, let's go for 
another one this weekend. Clean up 
Sunday at the Quad for pledges. Soccer 
team.keep up the good work. 
Phi Delta Theta 
Social! This Friday Night at No Name Oys-
ter with AMI and ATA. 10:00 Phi Deits are 
ready to party! · 
UCF Alkldo Club 
Alkido meets 7 :00 M.W.F Sat 9:00 a.m. and 
Sun l p.m. Learn compassion and have 
fun doing itwhlle learning the most sophis-
ticated self defense. Call 327-3524, 679-
1583. or 657-6155. 
Student Personnel Association 
Polygraph demonstration this Thurs 4 p.m. 
PH228 everyone welcome! 
Wanted: upcoming juniors & seniors! Get 
involved! We want you to serve as officers 
nextfalll 
. Student conference in Tallahassee Feb 
19-21 Sign up for carpool. 
College Democrats 
All Interested students are Invited to a 
meeting on Tues. 2/16. at 5:00 In SC214. 
Elections will be held and the debate with 
the college Republicans will be dls-
cussed-x4414 
Racquetball Club Forming 
All levels of players welcome contact 
Michael Young at 282-2587. 
Young Life will hold an Introductory meet-
ing for aUiterested In leadership training, 
teamwoik. and reaching out to high 
school folks. It's happening Feb 24, 7 p.m. 
In Student Center. Rm 214. YOUNG LIFE 
LEADERSHIP COME & SEE. 
Spacious 2bd/'2bth. with an appliances. 
lncludlng washer/dryer. Close to UCF 425/ 
month + security call 658-6386. 
Duplex for rent 2bdrm/2bath fully 
equipped. Call Barry 293-4631. 
STUDENT SECTION 
No Application Fee 
2 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $475.00 
3 Bedrooms 2 Full Baths $575.00 
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi 
Washer & Dryer Hook-ups mlnl-bllnds 
SUS5EX PLACE 
281-6393 
Fox Hunt Lns 2br;2ba. loft, fans. wash-er+ 
dryer, private . yard $500 plus security 
deposit, call 275-3250. 
~U~i;r~;,m$%~j*tj~l1 ~~a~'" c~1uoro s1~1m~ 0011 ;!~:!!~ ••• _, 
from UCF 170/mo + l /2 util coll 380-2976 or,.,.,.,.,t,., .. ,., ... ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., ... ,.,., ... ,.,.,.,.,., .... ·:·:·.-:·:·:-.. :·:·:·:·:·.·:·:·:·:·:-;.:·: .. ·:·:·:-.. :·:·:·:-:·:·: .. 
275-4163 ask for Chris. 
'BOXERS!! Made to Order 
Needed roommate to share room In 2 be . We will personalize. Use as gifts for any 
2 l/2bthopptlnFoxHunt$131 + l/3utillties occasion. sporls, greek. & holidays. 
call 282-6869. '$8.00for0neor $14.00fortwo. Call Hlede 
at x487 l or come by at 255 Volusia HaU 
OWn bedroom In quiet large pool house 
all appliances. l 0 min from UCF 5 min from 
VCC $250/mo tel. 275-8350. 
WINTER PARK-Female roommate needed 
to share 3 bdrm home, close to UCF. $200 
+ l/3util. (approx. $25)+$200sec.~lt. 
Call Sally at 351-5833. 
5 Bedroom/3bath house live with other 
college students non-smokers'only. All utill-
tieS Included. Pool/washer and dryer/fur-
nished contact Mrs. Fryer 647-2525. 
Female to share 2bdrm/2 1 f2 bth w+d 
$250 + l /2 $100 dep close to UCF need 3/ 
l 281-0855 (M-F, 8-5 only) 
Female roommate wanted own bedrrn 
priv bath Mendel VIUos $200 mo l /3 util. 
Call 275-3620. 
Carmel Park VIiias- Spacious 2 bdrm with 
garage and large screen porch- beauti-
fully appointed In quiet setting conven-
ient to UCF on Deon Rd. Between Univer-
sity and Colonial. Come see us $525 
month 657-4900. Open daily. 
For rent-2br/2bt home Alafaya Woods 2 
car Geroge. Screen porch. washer . & 
dryer, celling fan $550/month 281-2345 
after 4 M-F ask for Jeff -
Chuluota Area. lOml. to UCF. secluded, 
2brm. l bth, El. Grge, Lg. Storage & bk yd. 
6 mo. ls. $385/mo +sec. or** ls/op (excell 
Investment) Available 3/1. $2500 dn 365-
4480. 
l mo FREE RENT-Quest Apts. has 1st 2nd 
floor 2bedrrn l l f2 bath spacious apts 
avail now directly across from UCF 
washer/dryer option all major appliances 
patio special 5 for Immediate move ins. 
$390 mo+ sec Call Jason 281-4712. 
l BedroomApt. -Large,veryclean.pool 
- $360.00 month 869-8177. 
Chancellor's Row condo 2brm 2bath new 
cell. fans. ceramic tile, carpet washer 
dryerrefr blinds pool and tennis courts 525 
mo. 366-8114 
l Q Inch color TV. Yes. It worksl $70. obo. 
Call 658-0714. . 
FENDER guitar amplifier. pro reverb. Good 
condition. Two 12" speakers. $220 call 658- ' 
6292. 
FLOOR MATS - Any color any size. also 
STEREO EQUIP-Car and home PJ 658-
4652. . 
For sale by owner. UCF erea deluxe 
1ownhouse. 3 bed. 21 /2 baths. Fans, pool. 
tennis. $62.000. 351-7020. 
1986 Suzuki GSX-R750. 5000 mnes, meticu-
lously cared for, matching helmet In-
cluded. $3650. 080, must sell. 282-6956 or 
275-2786 leave message for Chris. 
1984 Honda CMc4 door-ac. am/frn/ cass, 
auto, great condition. asking $4500. Call 
eves/'wkeds - 299-8515. 
82 Nissan Sentra·am/fm stereo a/c power 
steering/brakes 5-spd 30 +mpg new paint 
$2.oo:l call Ken 282-8048: 
1986 Honda Spree $300 obo 568-4573. 
For sale 1978 Datsun 280Z. low miles, Ssp, 
a/c. excel condt $4000 or best offer call 
"365-6172 aft 6 p. rn. 
Switchboard Operator. 
Front office person handle busy phone 
ether clerical positions available 859-6141. 
or 629-5881. 
Make a difference In a child's life. Be-
come a professional nanny and join our 
team. 
Training and placement provided. For 
more Information call The Nanny Place-
ment Center (30.5) 260-oo31 ; Orlando, 
Florida 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. ENTRY LEVEL 
PUTYOURNEW 
COLLEGE DEGREE 
TOWORKI 
Bright. aggressive Individual required for 
development & expansion of major na-
tional corp.; expanding In central Florida 
area. 
Management trainees begin at $1100/ 
mo.salarywlth lsty~rlncomegrowlngto 
$16,CXXJ. Adv.ancement 1o management 
based on performance and merit annual 
earnings growing 1o $25,000 to $45000/yr. 
Recent degree' preferred. For Interview. 
contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price ot 
305-843-5411 or send resume to: 
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonlal. Orlando. _FL 
32801 
Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver 
Major car rental co. near airport. Must be 
21 yrs. and excellent driving record. 20 hrs 
per week, flexible scheduling. Contact 
Wes Ling. Enterp~ Rent-A-COr 2901 
McCoy Rd, Orlando. 305-859-2296. or. 
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 Longwood · 
305-339-1199. 
Mechanical Englneertng·or Computer 
Science Majors 
Stromberg-Carlson, a telecommunlca-
t19ns company In Lake Mary, needs Co-op 
students to worlc 40 hrs. weekly during 
Spring Semester. Students who attend 
UCF full time last semester or are taking 
night courses this semester may apply 
through the UCF Co-op program, Adm. 
Bldg. Suite 124. 
Bus°Y prof. mom needs level headed •big 
sister· for 1'3 yr. girl. Free room + board 
exch. for after school supervision. Mait-
land Area. Call Susan Smith 352-5100 9-5. 
ABORTION SERVICES 
LocalorlVSedation. EariyPregnancyTest. 
Morning-after 1Teatment. Confidential • 
· Private. woman-owned: A special ap-
procich to health care. 
Birth Control Center 422-0606 
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando -
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avallable; 
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho. 
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800). 
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/l'vlC or COD. 
Scholarships/Grants for college are avail-
able. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-
USA-1221 ext0627. 
No Credit? 
Get Visa® or MasterCard® Past credit no 
problem call 365-8672. 
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on 
LASER printer. S 10. Call 658-1163. 
Top-Quality word processing: experi-
enced, editing, reliable. 366-0538. · 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Welcome back Knlgh1sl A. Able Typing Is 
Introducing a frequent service program. 
Save 20% by letting us do an your typing. 
Join now and save. Call about details. 
Quick professional setVlce. UCF's oldest 
typing service. Free revisions. Same dc;:JY 
and weekend services. Visa & Master 
Card. Over 16.700satisfledstudentsand4 
grouches - 671-3002. 
PROFESSIONAL lYPING 
•One mile from UCF Campus• 
All'fypes of student documents. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657-0079 
Professional Word Processing 
* studerit Discount * 
Documents of any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
740-0227 
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4 
REsUMEs/TYPESETTING 
Professlonal Lasertypesetting, many 
types of documents. Fast turnaround. 
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF 
Open-7 days a week 658-9518. 
TYPING. Fast, special diScount. New loca-
tion. Call Berny 629-0545. 
TERM PAPERS - Typed, spell checked. 
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163. 
PROMPT lYPING - 25 years experience. 
Theses. manuscripts, papers. etc. Experi-
ence In math equations. 50¢ per page 
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and 
Aiafaya Trall.Call 658-2067. 
Rec.isonable and fast typing service call 
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs. 
Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal 
touchl 21 years experience. Perfection 
my specialty Thesis expert call Susie 273-
2300 days 647-4451 eves. 
WORDLINK word processing. Disk storage/ 
easy revisions/excellent rates. References 
avail. 297-8629. 
Research/Technical Writing Papers. re-
ports & resumes typed. $2.00 page 
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 mini-
mum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt 
295-8555 day or night. 
FREE TUTORING 
Need help with MATH. ENGLISH. Cl.PST? 
Call Student Academic Resource Center 
281-5130 or stop by PCl-102. 
Hours: 9-5 M.W.F 9-8T.R 
Scottie, 
Happy Valentine's Dayl You're the great- , 
est. you M.M.M. you. · 
Love you. 
Your ·nappy haired woman· 
ALF LOVES NOODLES 
Goliath. 
We would RATHER support l of tht;t 7 » 
dwarves than be struck in the Bush 
league. HI-ho, hi-ho, It's off to vote we gol 
Love & Peace, 
David -
. .. 
FIGHT. CELLULITE 
EFFECTIVELY 
~ ;z 
.o 
IV 
,l:/· 
~ 
TAKE A 20.MINUTE STUDY BREAK 
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
· Where The Sun Always Shines! WITH 
:1nfro5/itti 
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces f.-4 
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- .H 
ment of cellulite and body con- d1 
touring. Call today for your free ~ 
consultation. ·~·  
$19.95 . ~ 
FIRST TREATMENT -.~ 
Call fp! appointment • offer expires 3/11/88 
·------~-- --· I Buy 5 Visits - Get 5 Free! I 
I · $29.95. I 
I and become eligible for a I 
I drawing of 25 lottery tickets I 
: to be given away March 1st.: 
I Sign up a friend and get two I 
I visits free! . I 
• 
Couuon Exoires 2129/88 • 
-----------TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON 
TOWER PLACE •, M-F: 8:30-9 P.M • SAT: 9-5 P.M. • SUN: 12-6 P.M. 
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
• • GREEK SK RUN 
The Student Wellness Ad-
vocate Team is holding its first 
annual 5K fun run for the 
• greek organizations and indi-
viduals at UCF who wish to 
enter. 
;, The purpose of the fun run 
is to promote wellness, there-
fore all Greeks are encouraged 
to walk, jog or run the 3.1 
•miles. The organization with 
the highest percentage of 
members who enter the race 
win. There is also a category 
for the female and male teams 
with the lowest overall time of 
their top 10 runners, joggers or 
walkers. Finally, there are 
awards for the overall male 
and female singles which is 
open to the entire university. 
The race is $5 per person be-
fore Feb.16, $2 without the T-
shirt. Come by the Health 
Resource Center for more de-
tails or call 281-5841. 
• THREE-EVENT RUN 
The Jewish Community 
Center of Central Florida will 
conduct a special three- event 
run on Feb. 28. A 5K road race 
(3 p.m.), a lOK road race (3:45 
p.m.) and a 440-yard kiddie 
race will be run. The road race 
starts at the JCC and will be 
conducted over a flat course 
that passes Lake Sybelia and 
Lake Catherine. Prizes will be 
awarded to all age · division 
runners and refreshments will 
be served. Interested runners 
should contact Eli Be-rcovici at 
The Central Florida Future, February 11, 1988, 13 
the JCC, 851 N. Maitland person beach volleyball tour- TRACK 
Ave., 645-5933. Entry fees are nament comes to Florida for FROM PAGE 14 
$7 and $9. The kiddie race is the first time ~e April 2-3. 
free of charge. Sororities from Florida, 
·· Georgia and Alabama area 
• OLD-TIMER BASEBALL .colleges and universities are 
The Central Florida chap- invited to compete in this 
ter of the American Red Cross greek festivity, which will be 
will be holding the first annual held on the beach in Clearwa-
Osceola old-timers baseball ter. 
classic on Feb. 28 at 3 p.m. at 
the Osceola County Stadium Lucky teams compete in the 
and Sports Complex. national finals in Zuma Beach, 
A baseball card and memo- Calif., on April 23-24. Winners 
rabilia show from 10 a.m.-3 and runners-up teams at all 
p.m. will precede the game. sites will receive a 'variety of 
Many baseball greats, includ- prizes including motor scoot-
ingformer Yankee Yogi Berra, ers, T-shirts, sports wear, 
will be on hand to sign auto- sunglasses, beach towels and 
graphs. A home run derby will other beach items. 
be held at 1 p.m. for former For more information con-
stars and local amateurs. tact James Leitz at (213) 452-
• SORORITY VOLLEYBALL 
The National Sorority Vol-
leyball Se~es, a national six-
5056. Or write Group Dynam-
ics, 2601 Ocean Park Blvd., 
Suite 309, Santa Monica, 
Calif., 90405. 
four meets in the past two 
years, ·including the indoor 
trials for the USA National 
Team, in which he finished 
fourth in the 400 meters with a 
time of 47.0 seconds. 
Blount would like to go on to 
graduate school after he gets 
his degree from UCF. 
"I would like to coach (track) 
on the collegiate level. I would 
love to start with a small pro-
gram and build it up." . 
As for short term goals, 
Blount said, "I'll still be ·here 
next year working toward my 
degree and with the track pro-
gram." 
IDIPPING IS FOR DIPSll 
The CLAST ... will you pass? 
• Harry's has flowers in the bookstore Get help with Getting Ready for the CLAST 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
The 1987 edition Includes instruction and sample tests created 
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where 
'you need help and you'll get the help you need. 
• FREE Delivery on campus 
• Call Harry's for special orders 
249-0500 ~ Ask for It at your .bookstore. 
L H&H Publishing Company, Inc. 
Come to the· Senate Meeting. 
Students- are invited to attend all 
Senate Meetings, and to express 
any ideas on problems that they feel 
the Senate should work on. 
Senat_e Meetings are h~ld on Thursday @ 3:30 in the University Dining Room 
Any questions? Call .J. J . Mandato·or Dash Wendrzy~@ 2191 
14, ll)e Gentt:al Aorida Future, February 11 , 1988 
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Track coach has· eye on Olym_pics 
by Torn Davis . 
. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
.. ; ,,.:~--------------------
'-~;a.) 
What do the Summer Olympics and UCF have in 
common? 
Peter Blount. 
Blount, who will be competingin·the U.S. Olympic 
Trials this summer in Indianapolis, is training with 
and helping coach the newly formed UCF track club. 
Blount qualified for the trials last summer in 
Miami by running a sizzling time of 45.67 seconds in 
the .400-meter dash. 
Blount, who is completing his physical education 
degree at UCF, first became interested in running 
during his high school days at Melbourne High; 
where he beat out his physical education classmates 
in the 600-yard run. . 
He was then persuaded by the school's track coach 
to run .the mile and 2-mile events in his sophomore 
year. Blount was not given a chance by his coaches to 
run the shorter events. His coaches didn't figure he 
was a sprinter until his senior year, when Blount 
finished third in the Cape Coast Conference 440 with 
a time of 50.8 seconds. Blount then went on to anchor 
for the mile relay team in a third-place finish in the 
state meet. 
Blount, who wanted more after a late start in high 
school, went to his coach to find out more about 
getting a scholarship to run in college. 
"I wanted to run in college, so I went .to talk to the 
football coach and he told me I didn'.t have the tools to 
compete at the college level," said Blount. "That's 
when I really dedicated myself to running track." 
Blount began lifting weights as a regular part of 
his training program the summer after he finished 
high school. In 1981, Blount walked on the East 
Texas State track team to become its top sprinter by 
running a 48. 6 in the 400. After proving himself on 
the collegiate level, Blount returned home to com-
pete. 
After returning home, Blount took on a'full-tirne 
job and considered quitting his competitive running. 
After working out one day on the track, Blount was 
offered a scholarship to run at Brevard Community 
College by the track coach who had seen Blount run 
H 0 M E 
in high school. 
In 1982, Blount took 
the scholarship and went 
on to become an All-
American on the junior 
college level by finishing 
fifth ·at nationals in the 
indoor 600 yards with a 
time of 1 :11.2. Blount 
then finished third at the 
NJCAA national meet in 
the 400 with a time of 
46.8. 
Blount, who according 
to his high school track 
coach, "didn't have the 
tools to compete on the 
college level," was now 
receiving offers from col-
leges across the country. 
"I decided to attend the 
University of Florida over 
FSU and Alabama be-
cause oflocation and aca-
demics," Blount said. "IfI 
went by who had the best 
team, Florida would have 
been last." 
In Blount's first meet 
at Florida, he broke the 
Kathy Joh1110n/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Peter Blount, seen here (second-from right) wtth some track members, will 
help get the program off the ground 
school record in the 500 meters with a time ofl :03. At 
the Southeastern Conference Championships, 
Blount was named All-Conference by finishing fifth 
in the indoor 600 yards with a time ofl:l0.8. 
That spriI}g, Blount was named to the USA Na-
tional Team to compete in the Barquismento Games 
in Havana, Cuba. Competing against Cuba, East 
Germany and several other Latin American coun-
tries, Blount won the 400 meters in a blazing 45. 7 
seconds. 
In 1984, Blount was named the track captain and 
was looking forward to an a we some year after the big 
win in Cuba. Blount started the year off in great 
fashion by smashing his owri 500 meter indoor school 
record with a time of 1 :02.68. 
However, injuries have a way of sneaking up on 
I 
A T 
1~. 
3 • • 
success. He sat out the rest of the 1984 season, 
missing the Olympic trials. 
Blount ran the indoor season in 1985 at Florida. In 
his last meet at UF he broke the school indoor 400 
meter record with a time of 47.4 seconds. Blount 
never finished his physical education degree at Flor-
ida. 
"I was sick of everything," said Blount. "(Running 
track at Florida) was so tense, it became a full-time 
job." He returned to Melbourne to take over his dad's 
business. · , 
Since then, he has opened his own health and 
nutrition business and started working with kids in 
a summer track club program. Blount has only ra11-?. 
SEE TRACK PAGE 13 
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B-BALL 
~ FROM PAGE 16 
taking a 46-25 lead. 
Eileen Tobin led Rollins' 
._ first-half ! attack with 12 
points . . She ended the game 
with 14 points and seven as-
sists. UCF did limit Rollins' 
• All-American, Kim Tayrien, in 
the first half to eight points. 
However, Tayrien come on 
.._ strong in the second half, fin-
ishingwith her season average 
of23 points. She also had eight · 
rebounds, three blocked shots, 
... two steals and two assists. 
"We decided to set a prece-
dent by beating UCF ," Tayrien 
~ said. "We were thinking they 
would be a great team and 
match us bucket for bucket. So 
we got psyched for this game." 
• The Lady Knights were led 
by Kacie Kemmer, who scored 
18 points, pulled down sii 
,. rebounds, dished out three 
assists and stole the ball twice. 
However, UCF's top player, 
Anita Terlecky, had a poor 
~ performance. Terlecky, who 
fouled out with 9:10 left in the 
CREW 
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UCF's Anita Terlecky drives against Rollins Monday night. 
game, managed only five while she turned the ball over 
points and five rebounds, six times. 
TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 16 
and Brian (Talgo) threw all of 
DeFranco's rackets over the 
fence. 
"And then there was a time 
when Talgo hit a ball between 
points and tried to bean Mike 
who had his back turned. Mike 
turned around and caught the 
ball. He had this sixth sense 
about tennis." 
Davis said he feels he can 
upset Green. "As far as my 
making mistakes go, it's just 
my concentration," Davis said. 
"If you .Play tennis at a college 
like this it's going to get to you 
after a while." 
Besides Davis taking on a 
top-ranked player, UCF's No. 
1 doubles team of sophomore 
Pat Curry and Alberico 
Menozzi, a junior college 
transfer originally from Italy, 
will be taking on -the second-
ranked doubles team of Green 
and Barry Pelts. 
"I'm sure they'll be the fa-
vorites, but anything can hap-
pen in doubles," Curry said. 
"Al (Menozzi) ·and I have been 
playing really well, lately. If 
we can just play at our best, we 
will have a chance." 
Davis agreed with Curry, 
saying, "All our players have 
the talent. Ifwe raise the level 
of our play one notch, we'll beat 
them. 
"We are the underdog, but 
we'll have a chance to beat 
them. But I don't think I'm the · 
underdog with Robert Green 
either, because rm a number 
one and he's a number two." 
Davis, the captain of tlie 
tennis team, said he hopes a 
good crowd shows up. "We 
used to have 50-100 people 
come out here to watch when 
we played Rollins," said Davis, 
a fifth year senior. "When we 
played Rollins, Mike De-
. Franco would kill Talgo be-
cause he'd love the crowd." 
"We used to have some 
nightmarish matches,;, 
Copeland recalled. "DeFranco 
is doing a good job developing 
some interest in the program." 
DeFranco said his team can 
upset Rollins if it plays at its 
best. "What wins· you the 
matches is the preparation 
before the matches," he said. 
"The crowd makes that worth-
while." 
prepared when they open their season at Rollins 
College fa the Metro Cup · Race. For the past four 
years, the women's varsity-"8-boat has been the state 
been impressed with Indian River Community Col-
lege transfer Diana Laszewicki. 
champion. · 
crew team are not physically big. "FIT has always had the state title up until four 
years ago," said Krista Deertz of the women's varsity. 
"This year we have nine returning experienced 
women and our goal is to win the national-8 title." 
"Girls who continued from last semester are back 
and practicing hard," Laszewicki said. The novice 
women will be rowing against other college novices as 
· well as experienced high school teams. "SQme women from New Hampshire are as big as 
~ my varsity men," Kamrad said. "We must perfect our 
techniques. We just don't h~ve pure strength." 
. The lady rowers, both novice and varsity, are The novice women are also fired up. Kamrad has 
. · :. . . ·· ·· . 
··p1zzer1a 
The rowers are holding a Rowathon at noon Feb.16 
in the Education Building. For 100 hours, students 
will be in a rowing simulator in constant motion .. 
"Com1nitted To Quality" 
SweetHeart Dinner For 2 
Your Dinner Includes A Choice Of : 
• Spaghetti & Meat Sauce 
· ·tanneloni 
• Manicotti . 
• Stuffed Shells 
Plus a tossed salad with choice of dressing and garlic brecid. 
Dessert - choice of Strawberry, Chocolate or Amaretto Cheese-
cake. Choice of Beverage ( Coffee , Tea & Soft Drinks ) . 
* $11.99 
PLUS - Free Flowers For The Ladies 
~ :.... mrm~rs~~W'"· ' . ·~~»v W . ''%"'"?~~ : "&"t'W~'W:TW™':~.i~i~'!.~§.~!.~1~·m I 12269 University. Boulevard ~ 
I (Next fo UC-6 Cinema) [~ I Call For Delivery • 282-0505 I 
L~~~~~~~~~~'::.~~~"'%.~~~<:.>~~..,,_~~~~"$~~~~~~~~)..~~~"''S~~~'S~~~~....,"S'S<':~~~~~<*'"*~'*~'~~~"'%~~~ 
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Tennis team takes on Rollins Fridpy at 2 p.m. ·at UCF courts 
by Scott Broden 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
Four years ago about 100 
fans came out to see the fourth-
ranked Division II UCF men's 
tennis team play Rollins. Th~ 
dual meet featured top-ranked 
Mike DeFranco vs. Brian 
Talgo, the defending national 
champion. 
"My crowd used to contrib-
ute to my violent attitude," 
said DeFranco, who is now 
UCFs tennis coach. "We went 
out there lookingforfistfights. 
There were times when win-
ning the fist fights were more 
important than winning the 
matches." 
The Knights will take on 
Rollins at 2 p.m. Friday at at 
the UCF tennis courts. 
However, DeFranco has 
mellowed since the days when 
he showed up to a Rollins 
match with two football play-
ers acting as oody guards. 
"I am not sending my team 
out ~ have a fist fjght with 
Rollins," DeFranco said. "But 
you can still be intense without 
being violent." 
The tennis program, now 
competing in Division I, has 
suffered due to a lack of funds 
since DeFranco's playing days. 
The Rollins program has con-
tinued to excel. 
Rollins comes into this meet 
as the third-ranked team in 
Division II. 
"Rollins is our crosstown 
rival, and the best tea~ in the 
crew 
by Stephen Klein 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
The first thing you think of 
every morning at 5 a.m. is, 
"Whoa, I wonder how the UCF 
rowing team is doing?" Right? 
Maybe not. But for about 80 
-students, crew is No.1 on their . 
minds at 5 a.m. · 
The UCF rowing team ·is 
alive and well. The team, 
which consists of men's var-
sity, women's v~rsity, men's 
novice and women's novice, 
· will row against schools such 
as Yale, Florida Institute of 
Technology, · Temple, 
Syracuse, Georgetown, Pur-
due and Dartmouth. 
- Dennis Kamrad has been 
coaching crew for 25 years and 
has brought a national cham-· 
pionship to UCF. He formerly 
coached at Alabama, Rollins 
and Edgewater High School 
and has started two major 
rowing clubs in the area. Some 
students who have rowed un-
der Kamrad have gone on to 
coach crew elsewhere. 
Preparing for the upcoming 
season, the crew team is on a 
workout program set by a na-
tional team coach. The men 
and women work on strength 
and endurance drills both in 
and out of the water. When 
area," DeFranco said. "To l;>~at 
them would really do a lot for 
our team. . 
"We're looking forward to 
coming out and playing a good 
-.1atch against a great team. If 
Y.'e beat them, it shows that 
we've improved and that we're 
a quality program because 
they certainly are. We do have 
a chance to beat this team." 
Rollins will be missing top-
ranked Pat Emmit when they 
face UCF. He will sit out 
against the Knights because of 
the number of events he has 
already competed in. 
To qualify f~r the NCAA 
post-season tournament, a 
player can only play 30 events, 
either tournaments or dual 
meets. 
Emmit has already played 
. in five tournaments. One of 
those was at UCF in January. 
He placed second against a 
Swedish professional at that 
tournament. 
Most recently, Emmit won 
the National Indoor Champi-
onship for smaller schools at 
Minneapolis. 
Rollins Coach Norm 
Copeland said he is . saving 
Emmit for the more important 
matches against nationally 
ranked competition. 
"I'd like to see Emmit play 
because .this could be a close 
match without Emmit," said 
Copeland, who has been 
Rollins' coach for 33 years. 
"Rollins will be ready with 
or without Pat Emmit," De-
Franco said. "Rollins has a lot 
racing, the teams row 2,000-
meter Olympic courses. When 
coming off the starting line, 
the rowers come in with a kick 
·pace, then go to a start pace 
and finish with a sprint pace. 
"The most important thing . 
is attitude and mental blend," 
Kamrad said. "During a race 
it's like running a four-minute 
mile- a sprint." 
Tim Bursey, a three-year 
veteran of the crew team, rows 
in a strong, heavyweight boat. 
"When in a race, the inten-
sity is so great, you don't have 
time to think of how much it 
. Kathy Johnson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Tennis player Jeff Davis will face the number nine player in Division II tomorrow. 
of tough players." 
Emmit would have played 
JeffDavis, UCFsNo.1 player. 
The two played against one 
another last fall in a tourna-
ment at G~inesville with 
Emmit beating Davis 6-1, 6-2. 
"Jeff's a good player, but 
he's streaky,"Em~itsaid. "He 
hurts," Bursey said. "All nine 
guys in the boat must work 
together." 
Martin Emck, a native of 
Amsterdam, Holland, who 
rows for the men's novice is 
extremely dedicated to the 
team. 
"I just don't like getting up 
at 5:30, but once I'm rowing 
and working out, I enjoy it," 
Emck said. "Novice coach Will 
Rogers is a real motivator." 
Kamrad said that most of 
the students who row for the 
SEE CREW PAGE 15 
should concentrate on the 
match and not get down after 
missing a shot." D av i s 
has been known _to lose his 
temper on the court. 
Davis will be playing Rob 
Green instead, who is the ninth 
ranked player in Division II. 
They met once before in an 
by Scott ·Broden 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
The Lady Knights basket-
ball team suffered its first-ever 
loss to Rollins in the teams' 
12th meeting, 83-56, Monday 
"light before 150 onlookers at 
the Rollins gym. 
"I thought we played ter-
rible," said UCF Coach Beverly 
Knight. "I thought we could 
beat this team. In our tradi-
tional series with Rollins, we 
were 11-0. This is the first loss 
in the history of UCF 
[women's] basketball to 
Rollins." · 
The Lady Knights shot only 
33.3 percent from the floor 
compared with Rollins' 60 per-
cent accuracy. The Lady 
Knights also had 30 turnovers 
compared with Rollins' 20. 
"I'm very disappointed in 
our play," Knight said. "We 
showed none of the UCF pric;le 
that we had when I was a 
player here." 
Knight played on the last 
team to beat Rollins in 1984, 
88-57. 
"They wanted to win more," 
Knight said. "I credit Rollins 
with wanting to win with fun-
damental basketball." 
UCF ·(4-14) ran into a top 
Division II program in Rollins 
under-18 .state championship. 
"I beat him pretty badly on a 
clay court," Green said. 
Green said he remembers 
the days when DeFranco used 
to take on Talgo. "One time 
Mike (DeFranco) won a match 
SEE TENNIS PAGE 15 
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(18-2). "Without question, we 
were the preseason pick to win 
the [NCAAII] National Cham- ~· 
pionship," Rollins Coach 
Glenn Wilkes said. 
"Any time a Division II JJ 
school beats a Division I 
school, that's a good sign. But if 
we played UCF 10 times, I 
don't think we'd beat them 1" 
that bad every time. 
"Our kids were really up for 
this game. But I think UCF ~ 
has a much-improved team. 
T~ey looked like they were a 
little tired. But we probably 
played the best man-to-man 
defense we played all year." 
Taking advantage of turn-
overs and missed shots,J, 
Rollins used the fast break to 
build a 14-7 lead in the openine: 
minutes of the game. ~ 
But the Lady Knights came 
to :within one point on a 10-foot 
jump shot by Marni Schmidt at 
the 12-minute mark, making 
the score 18-17. .,, 
However, Schmidt, who 
scored 16 points and pulled 
d~wn eight rebounds, came up i . 
with her second foul, forcing 
Knight to sit Schmidt on the 
bench. 
It was while Schmidt sat 
out, that Rollins took over the 
game. The Lady Tars out-
scored UCF 28-8 by halftime,• 
SEE 8-BALL PAGE 15 
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· 'N tinsense' a hilarioU:s ·comedy 
• • "I • 
-
by D. Della Costa 
~Nunsense!' is nonsense 
that has to be seen to be 
believed! 
It is a hilartous story about 
five nuns who are trying to 
bury four members of their 
order but are short on funds. 
It seems the cook, Sister 
J ulia, Child -of God,- fed 52 
nuns soup that led to botu-
lism. The Little Sisters of 
- Hoboken only had money to 
bury48, so they conveniently 
. place the remaining bodies in 
the freezer. 
However, the Board · of 
Health demands they be 
removed. The action the 
nuns take to acquire fi-
nances for the burials leaves 
the audience howling. 
The show opens with the 
nuns walking through the 
aisles of the theater in typical 
b~ack & white n,un apparel. 
They shake hands with the 
·audience and stop to chat a 
few moments before entering 
their · school gymnasium 
decorated in 50s decor. . 
An intimate rapport is im-
mediately established be-
tween the cast and theater-
goers which last throughout 
the show. The real audience 
becomes .. the audience" to 
which the nuns must appeal 
to for financial help. Each 
nun in turn does her part to 
plead the cause. 
Its obvious from the' begin-
ning of the show that these 
ladies are veterans of: the 
stage as they cajole with eve-
cyone out front until the 
crowd's laughter drowris out 
their lines:·Furthermore they 
were free to laµ gh at one 
another's antics. because_ the 
spec t a t ors 
rr==~~====================~=============i ' were ·part of 
·. the sh ow . 
Presents 
Mary Jo Catlett ~ 
'Book, Music and Lyrics by 
DAN GOGGIN 
FEATURING 
SHARON E. SCOTT LEICiH BENNETT 
ELIZABETH HARRIS ASHLEY HULL 
·Directed ·by 
MARY ·JO CATLE"'FT 
Also ,with 
comedy tim-
ing is all im-
portant and 
these ·ac-
tresses · were 
right on the 
mark. 
Moreover, its 
a rare occa-
sion when the 
chemistry 
betWeen play-
ers iritrtgues 
an audience. 
"Nunsense" is 
one .. of . those 
special kind 
of shows . 
.. Marv Jo 
Catlett plays 
Mother Supe-
rior of Rydell 
High and did 
such a su-
. perb job the 
audienc _e 
dared not to 
believe she· 
was anything 
else but head 
of the Order. 
On the other 
hand, her 
softer side is 
shown when 
she tells the 
lig)l ting di-
r·ect or to 
.. turn :UP the 
spotlight" 
and reminis-
cences about 
her .pre-con-
~~~~~~~~ 
·she lent a 
charming air to 
her ctiaracter by 
adding· a flair of .. 
a "red hot 
momma" to her 
role and just 
dazzled the audi-
ence. 
vent days on the high-wire. 
Catlett as ·herself and Sist~r 
Mary Regina keeps the sis-
ter5 in line with authorita-
tiveness tempered with de-
mocracy as she is also the 
director. · · 
Sister Mary Hubert was de-
ligli tfully portrayed by 
Sharon E. Scott. She lent a 
channing air to her character 
by adding a flair of a "red hot 
momma" to her role and just 
dazzled the audience. Fur-
ther, it was umnistakable 
that Elizabeth Harris en-
joyed being the mischievous 
Sister Mary Amnesia . . She 
was so named because a 
crucifix fell on her head and 
she lost her memory. Harris 
intuitively knows .. how to 
milk" an audience for a laugh-
.. and .do.es so throuehout the 
show by her charm aI\d wit. 
No comedy is complete with-
out a clown and this is where 
Leigh Bennett shines in. As 
Sister Robert Anne she skill-
fully maneuvers herself a 
part in the planned skit as _ 
opposed to being the under-
study. She exasperates the 
Mother Superior and amuses 
the others by riding a bicycle 
in her nun~s habit with red 
and :white stripped knee 
socks and a black dunce h.at. 
A novice completes the 
troupe who was nicely played 
by the young and talented 
Ashley Hull. Sister Mary 
Leo's ambition is to become 
the "'first nun star balleriria" 
and Ashley tip-toes across 
the stage gracefully displ~y-
SEE PLAY PAGE 5 
Blacks deserve a place in U.S. history 
I ' 
by Logan Belle 
For those of you who don't know it al-
ready, February is Black History Month. 
We feel that this point should be 
brought up since it doesn't seem to get 
much publicity or recognition. Not only 
nationally, but on campus also. 
Does anybody realize· how much 
black people have contributed to our 
sociecy? Not many. For instance, did 
yoti -know. a black man iilvented the 
traffic light? This may seem a bit trivial, 
but the point is blacks are not as much 
of a minority as some people may think. 
Blacks have been ·discriminated 
against in the past. Now,·we see a.turn-
over. There is no longer the public dis-
. play of segregation running amok:fn our 
·society. The days of the 'white' bath-
room and the 'black' bathroom are gone 
hopefully forever, but the silent segre-
gation still exists. A fe\f weeks ago on 
the television, Ku Klwd 1Gan members 
rallied, shouting .. Nigger, ,: go home!" A 
woman telling her friends that her 
child's first word was .. Nigger". Racism 
will continue to exist and as long as it 
does there will always-be discrimina-
tion. 
So, let's look at the bright side. Blacks 
have puShed their way to respected po-
sitions in our society. Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. lead the rebellion with his 
peaceful demonstrations. He died for a 
dream of blacks and whites peacefully 
co-existing. Through the years, blacks 
have had many a fall and rilany a 
trtt.imph. Black History Month is a cele-
bration. It's a time to look back and see 
from where black people· have come 
from and it's also a time to look ahead 
and see where the black people are 
going. There is a hymn that 18 sung in a 
small church in Cranford, N.J., that 
says .. I've come a long way /I still have a 
long way to go." That sums up the 
feeling of most of the black community. 
Black people won't get there by sitting 
·around failing out of school, unem-
ployed and listening to rap music all day 
long. Blacks must be educated in the. 
ways of the worl.d. today in order to 
achieve~ It stands to reason. In the 
movie Damnation Alley, there is a line . 
that says "Nothing good ever happens 
. on its own. You have to make it happen ." 
Young black people today have to make 
it happen for themselves. Sure, they 
may get this lecture a million times. But 
it's tn.ie. No one can Inake it happen for 
you. 
Somethtq.g 
Different 
Most of you have probably seen the 
'typic~l'.black person on campus. Yeah, 
that's the guy in the Adidas sweatsuit 
and ~neakers with their be-bop hat and 
talkin' rap. The so-called 'typicaj.' black 
person doesn't seem to be all that inter-
ested in what's going on around them. 
They seem to be caught up in ·p~es. 
{rats. and other ·things that ·· we 
shouldn't mention in print. The point is 
that they kriow that this picture is the 
stereotype and it doesn't seem like they. 
want to break out of it. They've got to try 
to, or it doesn't look like there's going to 
much happening for black people. 
Black History Month shouldn't just 
be celebrated by the blacks either. 
White people sqould appreciate the 
c.ontributions that blacks h ave made. 
Langston Hughes, George Washirtgt;on · 
SEE BELL&FAGE 5 
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- . Calendar 
• UCF JAZZ LAB 
The UCF Jazz Lab will play 
at Townsend's Plantation in 
Apopka every Wednesday in 
February. The Jazz Lab ap-
pears at the Plantation to raise 
money for their trip to the pres-
tigious MontreuxJazz Festival 
in SWitzerland, as well as other 
festivals in Europe. Shows 
start at 8:30 p.m. in the 
Plantation's Doc Tommy's 
Tavern. Admission is $5. 
·• LASER SHOW 
·The Orlando Science will 
be presenting a Midnight 
Laser Show featuring the 
music of AC/DC a t the John 
Young Planetarium. Show 
t imes are at midnight on Fri-
days and Saturdays through 
April ·30.Admission is $4 per 
person per show. The Plane-
tarium is located in Loe Ha-
ven · Park, 81 O E. Rollins St. 
For more information, please 
call 896-7151. 
•WRITERS SERIES 
The UCF Department · of 
Ep.glish and The Orlando Sen- · 
tinel will present Grace Paley, 
' the sixth author to s~ak. in 
the '87-'88 World Writers ' 
Sertes·. Paley, the author of 
·The Little Disturbances of Man 
and Later the Same Day, will 
spe~ at ? P.·n:t· on Feb. 25, in 
Room 125 of the Education 
Building. She will then speak 
again at 8 p.m. in the Student 
Center Auditorium. For more 
information, please call Dr. Lil-
lios at 275-2212. 
•ARTSHOW 
Concepts In Art presents 
H. Hargrove, the most widely 
collected sedgragh artist in 
the United States today, at 
the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza 
at Florida Mall OI). Feb. 28, at 
2 p.m. Art lovers and enthusi-
asts will welcome this oppor-
tunity to hear him, as well as 
see his work, .Admission is 
free and the m.µnber is 657-
2837. 
• ·TALENT NEEDED 
The Winter Park Chamber 
of Commerce Cultural Affairs 
Committee is seeking perform-
ers for their upcoming outdoor 
music festival t.o be held May 
21 in Central Park in down-
town Winter Park. Groups in-
terested ·in showing· their 
talents are encouraged to call 
Porrie Swan a t 345-1 733 dur-
ing the day or 657-6219 in the_ 
evening. 
~ 
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Local anchOrs agree: Rather was out of line 
·by Dave Schlenker and Kristen L. 
Sweet · 
Part two of four. 
"How can ·you be ambushed by 
major questioning?" Orlando 
Sentinel columnist, Greg Dawson 
asks. 
. "It would be ambushing to ask if 
Bush: die~d:-up· in his mother's 
clothing in Jr~ High." 
The issue 18· nearly three . weeks 
old, yet the debate still exists on 
many aspects of the Jan. 24, inter-
view/ shouting match between "'CBS 
Evening News" anchor Dan Rather 
and Vice President George Bush_. The 
inteIView has. been la,beled as many 
things: ambush, int~rrogation, and 
Time magazine's latest issue (Feb. 8) 
says the Vice President was "'Bush~ 
whacked!" and lists Rather as the 
"CBS Gunslinger.~ . 
. But what do local journalists think 
· about Rather's treatment of Bush? · 
: .. I think both m~n lost the_ir cool," 
Dawson said .... Rather was justified in 
asking.questio~: [he] got a little flus-
tered. Ted .. Koppel · woul<:f have 
handled it better. 
"American aµ~iences have gotten 
gentle. !n':England, there we shout-
ing matches ~ questioning is not 
uncommon. Respect for politicians is 
basically a bunch of baloney." 
Although admitting that both par-
ties obviously lost their cool, The 
. Orlando Sentinel's managmg editor, 
. Bill Dunn, feels that the approach 
C fa..,tasma Productlcr)S Presel)ls . 
was to be expected. tlnues: "'He forgot it was a privilege to 
"'Anyone running for. President be inVited into someone's living 
should expect hard-b~ qµ~stions room. [He) is arrogant! You don't 
from any members of the media, be it insult the Vice President of the 
Rather or a reporter on campus," United States in his own living room." 
Dunn said. "That is what America is Along the same lines, WF1Vs 
all about. The press is almost always Carole Nelson: "The questions 
at some risk. f- • - ,.. - , . ~ needed to be 
Whenever • asked, but 
~&~, ~in~ 
1V, you risk newsroom. 
ch em i c a 1 I It was not a 
reaction. In 
print.we 
have the 
power of not 
showing a 
battle of 
wits.~ 
As far as 
the local 
I breaking story. and it was set up for every-
1 
body to get 
something." 
B u d 
' Hedinger of 
anchor per- . less severe 
J .
• ~ WFTV had 
sonalities .comme.nts 
go, opinions a b o u t 
vary greatly. Rather. "'I 
W E S H - found fault 
Channel 2's in both of 
Andrea Cou- them," he 
driet made it c l a i m e d • 
very clear also calling 
that she did Rather .. ar-
not side with rogant an 
Rather: rude." His 
.. Rather lost his cool! He stepped .obseivations of Bush's behavior are 
over the line," she said. "I didn't ob- unique. 
ject to the questions regardiilg Iran, I "It was a set up, an ambush from 
objected to the methods." Bush's people," Hedinger added. 
WFIV-Channel 9 anchor and UCF "That bothers me that the media is 
grad Marla Weech agrees. She says used in that way." 
Rather " ... was out of line.-" She con- · The general ~C?ncensus from these 
anchors, as you can see, is pretty 
much the same: Rather asked some 
pertinent questions, yet his presen-
tation of them was completely •out of 
line." All anchors·seemed to feel very 
strongly regarding the CBS news-
man. It was only until we talked to 
two of Orlando's CBS anchors that 
we began to hear some passiveness 
on the subject. 
"'No, I don't think the inteIViewwas 
unethical," WCPX-Channel 6 anchor 
BenAcrtgg said. "It was basically two 
guys out of character." Acrigg de-
scribes Bush as "naturally polite" 
and Rather as a "dedicated news-
man." Acrigg closed by saying that it 
simply " ... makes for good television." 
Acrigg had a bit more to say than 
his contemporary, Glenn Rinker. 
While hesitant on the subject, Rinker 
did say that Rather " ... went a little 
too far overboard, almost to the point 
of interrogation." He stated that the 
CBS. anchor acted profe~ionally 
• ... in.a certain sense." 
The trend seemed to lean towards 
neutrality when it came to WCPX, a 
CBS affiliate. This possibly may tie-
in with the fact that immediately 
after the historic CBS Evening News 
presentation, WCPX General Man-
ager, Mike Schweitzer appeared on 
the screen and ran a disclaimer, of 
sorts, regarding the broadcast. As 
with the inteIView itself, there really 
is no stone-caived right or wrong as 
to WCPXs view of the whole thing. 
Next week.we examine how this· 
will affect George Bush's campaJgn. 
. ' 
A distinctive men's and women's apparel 
store which has served the Central 
Florida community for 
11·irhSpcc:ia/( iocsr.~ 
The Leather Nun · 
Colonial 
Pla;za 
sq4-3061 
over fifty years. 
Park Avenue, 
Winter Park 
645-4661 
Altamonte 
Mall 
834-3061 
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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1988 8 PM 
. BOB CARR AUDITORIUM 
$14.00 (RESERVED) 
I I 
I . I 
I I • Tl,t ' I 
1 An Outdoor Auventure . ·• 
=· The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge = AVAILABLE AT THE BOB CARR AUDITORIUM 
BOX OFFICE AND BY ALL SElECT-A-SEAT 
OUTLETS. TO ORDER BY PHONE, 
CALL 305-849-2577, 
MON. THROUGH FRI., 9 AM TO 5 PM 
i.•-i I Brevard Orange/Seminole 1 
I (305) 639-2024 (305) 422-3363 I 
··-·················· 
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Baby is good fun 
by Barbara Grimm boy to a mature, responsible 
adult. 
john Hughes has really Although the film clearly 
outdone himself this time. revolves around Jake, the 
_, ,.
1 
From the creator of Ferris appeal ·of the film is comple-
. BueUer's Day Off and Pretty mented by the character o! 
in Pink emerges a new ro- · Kristy Briggs, Jake's quiet 
mantle comedy tha~ is outra- but strong wife, pl~yed by 
geously funny and surprts- Elizabeth McGqvern. 
ingly touching. McGovern is enormously tal-
She's Havtng a Baby, star- ented, but unfortunately, 
ring Kevirt Bacon and Eliza- this movie's script practically 
beth McGovern. is ·about a insults McGovern by her 
yuppie couple thrust into character's lack of personal-
married life without a clue as ity and depth. The wrtters 
to how to deal with the every- . leave the character of Kristy 
day problems they. encoun- i;-ather sup~rficial and don't 
ter, such as infidelity, finan- allow McGovern to display 
cial disaster arid a whole slew her full potential as an ac- . 
of aggravating in-laws. tre8s. 
Kevin Bacon ts Jeffe:rSon Furthermore, Kevin Ba- KevinBaconand.ElizabethMcG0vemmeettheneighborsinthenewfilmShe'sHovingo8aby. · 
"Jake" Briggs, an aspiitng- -con is a little too "laid back" 
writer who is ~errified of fu his role as Jake; it's obvi-
marned life and the adult ous Bacon doesn't throw i 
responsibility that goes himself wholehearted into 
alongwith it." Jake'sc;tlarac- :·. the scrtpt .... perhaps · if he , 
ter is extremely complex. made more of an effort his 
filled with anxieties and· character would be · more 
paranoia about many as- believable to the viewer. 
pects of his life. Jake is rest- Despite these .flaws· . . the 
less and unsatisfied with movie as a whole is light and 
himself and his career, he is entertaining. and undenia-
afraid he will fall into a rut bly impressive. 
and become -one of those She'sHavingaBabyisone · 
"mindless, anonymous ·or Hughes' more venture-· 
drones who follow the scent some films, as it departs from 
of money". reality and experiments. with 
Jake's narration of the. fantasy laced with "oftbeat 
film reveals his most inti- humor. AS is the case With 
mate fears and fantasies.arid many of Hughes' previous 
allows us to explore his exag- films, this movie carries the 
gerated anxieties as they theme of growing up, of 
humorously come to life. making t4at rocky transition 
. Gradually, we see Jake make from awkward kid to respon-
the transition from insecure sible adult. -
Management Positions 
Available 
The Central Florida.Future is currently. a~cepting applications from ·students 
fo~ the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. 
Editor in Chief 
Duties: Overall responsibility-for the publication and management of a campus newspaper. Determines editorial 
content and-policies, appoints and supervises a .staff of student writers and editors. Ove~sees the paper's business man-
ager and business department, and ·serves as a member of the University's Board of Publications. Candidates must 
show their experience and/or academic achievement in reporting, editing. and·communication law. 
Busin·ess Manager . 
Duties: Responsible for the management of the new~paper's _business office. Appoints and supervises .a .. staff of 
student managers and advertising representatives and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publications. 
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 gpa and be at least a part-time student. 
Application: Applications are available in the Central Florida Future's business and editorial offices. Completed ap-
plications must be received by 4:30 p.m., February 2~th to be. considered. 
For more- biforma,tion on either pqsition, call 275-2865 and talk to Don Wittekind. 
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;piggly _wiggly 
Supermarkets 
THE STORE WITH MORE!! 
Busch & 
Natural Light. 
12 Pac 
s3.19 
Charles Chips 
7oz. 
Celeste Che(!se 
Pizza 
8 Inch size 
Meat or 
Deluxe Buy One Get One Free! 
·······-····E !Pepsi 
: 2-Liter -! 59¢ 
, .. 
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I 
I I * LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER WITH PURCHASE I · 
. I Coupon Good 11th-19th I 
·--------------· 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
AND TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS! 
PLAY FROM PAGE 2 
tng her artistry. 
"Nunsense" is not a typical 
show: it is one-of-a-kind. The 
cast performed as a well or-
ganized unit with personali-
ties and energies ebbing 
freely towards those in front 
o~them. They were equally at 
ease playing school with the 
audience by scolding them 
for being naughty as they 
were belting out a song and 
dance routine while enter-
taining. 
The only thing that seemed 
to detract form the produc-
BELLE FROM PAGE 2 
Carver, Rosa Parks. Eli Whit-
ney. Malcom x. Jesse 
Jackson, Alvin Alley. and the 
list goes on. If you don't rec-
ognize some of these name. 
look them up and do them 
some honor by recognizing 
the contributions each of 
· them has made to our soci-
ety. We know that some of 
you die-hard rednecks out 
there would give up their 
pick-up truck and their dog 
before they recognized a 
black person for what they've 
done instead of what their 
skin color is. , 
Prejudice stems from igno-
rance and if you•re prejudice 
then all that shows is that 
~ February 11, 1988, 5 
tlon was the lengthy first act 
which made the second act 
seem short by compartson. 
Nevertheless. theater-goers 
didn't readily care, as "Nun-
sense" became 'habit-form-
ing' and the standing ovation 
began even before the closing 
number ended. 
"Nunsense" is playing at 
The Mark II _Theater located 
at 3376 Edgewater Dr in 
Orlando. Performances are 
running Feb. 11 to 21. Show 
times are at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday. 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday and matinee show-
ings on Wednesday and Sat-
urday at 1: 15 p.m. 
you·re too scared to find out 
that maybe you aren•t supe-
rior to all minorities. Maybe 
you're just too stupid to actu-
ally find out that black 
people are the same as 
whites. We both have two 
eyes, a nose. a mouth. we 
have the same body frame . 
we bleed the same color 
blood. What is it with you 
guys! Ignorance just can•t be 
tolerated! 
There is definitely some 
room for change in this era. 
We have already seen the 
gradual co-existing with 
whites in our society. Who 
knows. maybe in time we 
could abolish all rasicm. 
That's a very idealistic point 
of view, but isn•t it nice to 
dream about. 
ASK HER OUT THIS WEEKEND!! 
. . 
.. ; With the discount tickets available at the Kiosk. 
• Safe Ride Home Pass $5.00 
• General Cinema $3.00 
• United-Artists $2.75 
• Magic Kingdom $24.50 
• Epcot $24 .• 50 
• Busch Gardens . $14.00 
• .Wet-N-Wild . $9.~() 
• Boardwalk & Baseball $14.00 
• Tri-County (Blue-20) $12.00 
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STARS FROM PAGE 1 major flaw is that Star Wars which forbade weapons in 
is on the drawing board. It is space and laser weapons. 
a system which can be foiled SDI would be destabilizing 
quantitative, but qualita- by ground-based lasers, its because both sides would be 
tive." sensors can be destroyed by . less secure. 
To help people decide the a hydrogen bomb or the The other question was 
_ .· necessity of Star Wars, Electromagnetic pulse and the validity of a nation 
·' ~ ~~ Kalkstein asks them four its technology is over a dee- spending money to build an 
V) simple guestlons. "You don't · ade away. attack system which threat-
have to agree with me, but The United States could ens world survival vs. the 
you damn well better have also be overcome by weapons cost benefit of the United 
your reasons." such as missiles or decoys. States spending the money 
1) Do I need It? The satellites would be open for issues such as housing 
In the early 1980s U.S: targets which could fail. The and food. 
citizens felt we needed a de- Soviet's would also probably Kalkstein asked, "How 
fense plan due to the USSR's continue to develop, counter many people believe the So-
numerical superiority in technology. vtet Union is more interested· 
some weapons. Kalkstein "Star Wars is a defense in world d,ominance , over 
suggests we consider "con- planned against bal).istic national survival? Star Wars 
ventlonal weapons as an al- missiles, but there are other would do neither side any 
temative to nuclear weap- types of defense tactics that .good. The American public is 
ons. In a conventional war. would not even be covered by not encouraged to think 
the USSR would not escape SDI," he explained. For ex- about this- we and the Sovi-
damage from our missil~s."· ample, aircraft missiles, ets have a common lnterest-
A major point is that it is cruise missiles. and missiles Survival." 
irrational for the United from the sea. 4) How much does it cost? 
Statestocommitafirststrike "You would be eUminatlng Estimates for SDI range 
as, "The objective is to de- people from the decision from $200 billion to $2 tril-
stroy tbe other side's mis- making process." But most lion. Kalkstein said, "The 
siles in their silos. Who importantly, "Stat Wars defensive measure should 
knows if the. missiles would must work perlectly on its cost less than it does to over-
beln their silos?" This uncer- first tiy. It won't work," said come it. The biggest waste is, 
tatnty might make both sides Kalkstein. to buy something that we· 
more une~ and lead to . 3) Is it good for me? don't need, won't work, isn't 
increased tensions. By implementing this pol- good for you. and costs too 
With nuclear weapons, icy, the United States would much. One doesn't have to be 
\Vearelivingunderasystem be issuing a "doom and ariexperttoanswertheques-· 
of Mutually Assured De- gloom" policy and doubting tlons (above), you can an-
struction." ObviouSly, a nu- other countries. The United · swer for yourself." 
clear first strike has no point States would be protected by It is ironic that the US cele-
if retaliation occurs, unless a machine in space which brated recently when Presi-
one is willing to r:tsk lives. might accidentally iµitlate a dent Reagan and Secretary 
Quotes Kalkstein, "An ag- first strike on a computer General Gorbachev signed a 
gressor is ill rio positlOn to get malfunction. As · Kalkstein treaty limiting short - range 
the defense system working." stated, -rhis is not the best weapons. Yet, SDI is clearly a 
2) Will it work? way to solve a proble,m. It is step in building up arms. 
The question of Stai-Wars' the worst way." Some people feel Gor-
·tnadequaciesisoneonwhich Twocommonconcemsare bachev was induced to sign 
-We could spend all day," that the United States would 
quipped Dr. Kalkstein. A be bre~g the ABM ·treaty, SEE STARS PAGE' 8 
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Name: Roger L. Dube . 
Cabinet Position: Comptr~ller 
Major: Accounting 
Class Status: ·Senior 
Office Nuinber: SC 151, 275-2191 
What are the needs or concerns of the Student Body? 
The Student Body needs an environment that is beneficial for their schol-
arship and development. The environment can benefit the Student Body only 
if it is tailored to their needs. With the financial resources available and input 
from students, Student Government gives students the opportunity to custom-
ize their educational experience. 
What are the responsibilities of your position ? 
I am the chief financial officer of Student Government. Among my main duties, I produce needed financial statements 
for the Student Senate and the Student Body President. l also serve as a liason between Student Government and other 
organizations receiving funds fro~ Activity and Service Fees. 
Student Government ... . Students ·Sel-ving StUdents. 
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Welcomes · 
You·· 
Into The 
- ~-
' 88 Spririg ~ Semester 
Since we are no~ conveniently 
loc·ated across the.~treet from U.C.F. 
. .·. 
(12305 University Boulevard), v{e 
want to fit into you~- busy schedule. 
So we are offering you 2 coupons 
below and would like for you to take 
advanta·ge of themi:. And by the way, 
good luck this Sem.ester!. 
· . IT'S A GOOD TIME mftll 
FOR THE GREAT TASTE f.Rll 
- . @ 
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Guitar makes Skycraper 
by Steve J. ~elnyk buddy, talce a nwnber/ She 
can't say no/ To what tt 
David Lee Roth: Skyscraper talces/ A hot dog and a 
Produced by David Lee Roth shake/ That's what you're 
hungry for I A hot dDg and a 
Simply put, David Lee shake. 
Roth's new album, Sky- For those of you who don't 
_ scraper, is a release filled grasp the correlation in this 
with the guitar flair of Steve sad set of lyrics, you're the 
Vai. lucky ones. I. am embar-
The album was produced rassed to say I did catch 
with a strictly pop flair, but Dave's metaphor and was 
the guitar style· is that of a not at all impressed. 
hard rock master. Steve Vai With lyrics such as these 
runs the steel strings with I'm glad Steve Vai makes 
the accent of a master musi- more noise than Roth. 
cian. The single from the album 
The songs in and of them- is "Just Like Paradise." It is 
·selves are nothing new and an exciting pop piece which 
exciting, but the guitar work clearly displays Roth's desire 
is. "Hot Dog and a Shake" to show up his old band 
features some of the best mates, Van Halen. 
guitar playing on vinyl today. He may very well do it to 
The song is extremely fast considering how catchy the 
and Vai keeps pace, running tune is. The only fault contin-
up and down the guitar neck · ues to be Roth's kindergarten 
· like a madman. lyrics . 
The lyrics on the other Rocktn' . steady in her 
hand are undecipherable daddy's car/ She's got the 
. and, that is the good news: stereo/ With the big guft.ars/ 
They were written down on · And that's all right (all right). 
the album sleeve, but no one Obviously Roth was think.-
knows quite why! 
Gtve me ·one to go/ Hey SEE ROTH PAGE.8 
N 0 w. 0 PEN! 
SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER 
10145 University Blvd. 
Oflando, FL 3281-7 · 
{Corner of Dean Rd. + University) 
679-5800 
Thursday - S~turday: 
Real Cameras 
IT'S A PARTY 
EVERY 
NIGHT 
MONDAY - 25¢ Beers 8-10 
• 10:00 - Comedy Night 
TUESDAY - U C F . N I G H T 
• $1.00 Admission with 1.0. 
• $3.00 Pitchers of Budweiser _ 
WEDNESDAY - Beat The Clock Night 
• $2.50 Pitchers at 8:00 - goes-up 25¢. an hour 
,. ... .. ... . 
- ---q~ 
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STARS FROM PAGE 6 
the reduction treaty because 
of the SDI threat. Another 
justification for SDI is that 
" ... people are saying that 
_.·~ deterrence has worked- as 
we have had no war in 40 
years." 
Kaldstein · responded, 
lb.is is the equivalent of 
Hare Krishnas chanting to 
prevent war. The message we 
are given about Star Wars is 
that it is too difficult, too 
techpical, and too involved 
for people to understand." 
Why should Star Wars 
exist? Could SDI be an elabo-
rately conceived political 
_machine to help the United 
States regain its economic 
superiority? Such an in-
credibly expensive project, 
----~----------------
ROTH FROM PAGE 7 
,ing about . other things dur-
·mg his years fn high school 
English courses. Perhaps his 
mind was on hot dogs and a 
on the drawing board, likely 
to become obsolete, which 
breaks a treaty and is' a step 
backwards from the general 
direction of political thought-
should be ridiculed. 
In response. to these ques-
tions, Kalkstein concurred 
stat:tllg, "Maybe the arms 
race is all about that we want 
influence. Traditionally, eco- . 
nomic power came from mili- · 
tary power. It is a tool that : 
makes us look tough." 
"One has to talk about a 
new socicil vision in the fu-
ture- a new social peace with 
each other in, a local, na-
tional, global level." The suc-
cesses and the failures (of a 
society) are reflected in the 
social value.·star Wars will 
not work for a lot of reasons, .. 
Kaldstein concludes. "It is 
the biggest waste ... 
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION MEETING 
MICHAEL _ARGENBRIGHT 
TOPIC: Polygraph Law 
~-~$.~'f1?Wf®N;J ~~~~~~ ~,.·--~~wamrwm ~ 
.Mi~ter Argenbright is president of a security firm. ·He has promised to bring a 
portable polygraph and demonstrate its use. All interested are welcome. 
· · Meetings will be held today, February 11th on the UCF 
· main campus at 4:00 P.M. in Phillips Hall, Room 228. 
shake. My favorite selection~ r-------------..___-------------------------~-------­
.on the album (yes I do like .. 
one of the songs) is "Damn 
· Good... This song features 
acoustic guitar and stands 
out from th_e rest of the SOIJ.gs 
on the album. While the lyr-
ics are still not great they do· 
have a tittle credibility: 
Hey. take a look at this 
picture/ Can you believe that 
was you/ And who's that 
stand.in' there in the corner? I 
Not me!!!/ Ahh. the crazy 
things we used to do. 
"Damn Good" doesn't . 
break any musical ground, 
but I enjoyed the laid back 
blues sound that Roth and 
Vai created on this one. 
By now you may have. 
surmised I am not a J.:iuge. 
Roth fan. In fact, I think Van 
:Halen is much better off with 
a real lead siriger like Sammy; 
Hagar. But I can't totally 
shoot Roth down either. 
I know there is a lqyal fol.., 
lowing of Roth fans out there 
and to them this album will 
be a huge · suc~ess. It is as ' 
entertaining as its pompous 
creator. Don't look for me to 
give him credit as a musi-
cian, I'll give that to Steve 
Val. But I have to admit Roth 
is one interesting fellow whq 
knows how to entertain. 
it!1'92191rll!BRV 
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Generally, the new tax law 
requires children and other 
dependents to file tax returns for 
1987 if: 
•they have any investment 
income, such as interest on 
savings, and 
• this investment income plus any 
wages is more than $500. 
Publication 922 contains detailed 
information. To get one, call the 
IRS Forms number in your local 
telephone directory. 
The American Express~ Card can play a starring role 
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa to Thailand. 
Whether you're buying a 1V or a T-shirt. So during college 
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about · 
everything you'll want. 
How to get the Card now. 
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe 
in your pote)ltial, we've made i~ easier to get the American 
Express Card right now. Whether you're a freshman, senior 
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval 
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or 
call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. 
· The American Express Card. 1 
Don't Leave School Without It~M 
•
TRAVEL 
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• 
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